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SIXTEEN LETTERS TO AGORANOMI  

FROM LATE FIRST CENTURY OXYRHYNCHUS 
 
The city of Oxyrhynchus has yielded a series of official letters to agoranomi dating from the relatively 
limited span of 70–100 CE and without exact parallels from elsewhere. Twenty-one such texts have 
been published to date, but there remain eighteen that are known only as descripta in P.Oxy. II and III.1 
B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt’s descriptions of these papyri offer only a summary of their contents and 
occasional transcriptions of noteworthy names, words, or phrases. In this article, all but two of the 
remaining descripta are fully edited for the first time.2 The analytic table at the end of the article lists in 
chronological order all known documents of this type.3 
 As is well known, agoranomi in Egypt, unlike their counterparts in the rest of the Graeco-Roman 
world, are seldom attested as supervisors of city markets; instead, they are primarily concerned with 
notarial and record-keeping functions, particularly in the domain of private contracts.4 As a result, the 
letters to agoranomi under discussion are mostly notifications of or requests to register the cession, sale, 
or mortgage of private property. Three main categories can be distinguished:5 notifications of the 
cession or mortgage of catoecic land (I); orders to register the sale or mortgage of house and other 
immovable property or the sale of slaves (II); and orders to grant manumission (!"# $%&'()*+#,-) to 
slaves. Of this last category (designated as III in the summary table), the least well represented, no 
examples are edited here.6 Letters of the first and second categories are published in two respective 
sections, each prefaced by a review of their forms, contents, and problematic aspects.  
 In all of the papyri edited below the back is blank as far as is known and the writing runs parallel to 
the fibres. Unless otherwise indicated, dates of fully published papyri are those given by the 
Heidelberger Gesamtverzeichnis der griechischen Papyrusurkunden Ägyptens: <http://www.rzuser.uni-
heidelberg.de/~gv0/>. 
 
 

                                                
1 Most of the relevant descripta of P.Oxy. I were fully published by D. Montserrat et al., BASP 31 (1994) 11–73, and 

are now incorporated in SB XXII; cf. also M. G. Raschke, ‘An official letter to an agoranomus: P.Oxy. I 170’, BASP 13 
(1976) 17–29 = SB XIV 11700. 

2 Not edited here are P.Oxy. II 340 descr., which I have not succeeded in deciphering satisfactorily on the basis of a 
digital scan (kindly provided by the Library of the University of St. Andrew’s), and P.Oxy. III 641 descr. (in the Union 
Theological Seminary; to be published elsewhere). 

3 The papyri, like a number of others from the early volumes of The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, were presented in 1901 to 
various libraries and museums in return for their support of Grenfell and Hunt’s excavations. For the publications below, I 
have relied on photographs, which are either available online or were kindly supplied to me by the relevant institutions. I 
thank the libraries and institutions in which the papyri are housed for their assistance and their permission to publish images. 
Two papyri for which I could not obtain images (4, 14) are published on the basis of black and white photographs from the 
photographic archive of the Department of Greek and Latin, University College London (I am grateful to Dr. Nikolaos Gonis 
for access to these and for reading a draft of this article). 

4 A comprehensive study of agoranomi in Graeco-Roman Egypt is still lacking; for an overview and bibliography, see 
H. J. Wolff, Das Recht der griechischen Papyri Ägyptens in der Zeit der Ptolemaeer und des Prinzipats II (München 1978) 
9–18. 

5 This tripartite classification was first proposed by Raschke, BASP 13 (1976) 19. I have reversed his second and third 
groups. 

6 The instances are P.Oxy. I 48, 49, and SB I 5616; cf. also P.Oxy. I 50. For a discussion and bibliography, it will 
suffice to refer to J. A. Straus, ‘L’esclavage dans l’Égypte romaine’, in ANRW II.10.1 (Berlin 1988) 888–9, who argues that 
these letters relate to ‘l’affranchissement de type grec devant le notaire public’ and that their senders are the collectors of the 
prerequisite !"#$#%&'( and )*')*+,&#-( taxes. See also his L’achat et la vente des esclaves dans l’Égypte romaine 
(München 2004) 50–51. 
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I.  Notifications of the Cession or Mortgage of Catoecic Land 

In this group of letters, officials in charge of the registers of catoecic land (.*/0/1 2/3/%45,#µ6-) 
notify the agoranomi about the cession (IA) or the payment of the tax on mortgage (IB) of catoecic 
land.7 .7 2/34,2,28, formerly held by the military settlers of the Ptolemaic period, was the largest 
category of private agricultural land in Roman Egypt.8 Because of its Ptolemaic prehistory, when it 
could not be legally sold by its settlers and, nominally at least, belonged to the Crown, this land in the 
early Roman period continued to be alienated by ‘cession’ (9/*/5:*;#,#) rather than by ‘sale’ 
(<-8/9*=#,#).9 These transactions were in most cases probably no different from sales of other private 
land from an economic viewpoint. But as a result of its unique juridical status, transfer of ownership of 
catoecic land was administered and registered separately from other categories of land by a province-
wide official of Ptolemaic ancestry styled > ?#54%4@µ&-4# 34A# 2/3/%45,#µ4A# 3B# CD.@934' (P.Oxy. 
I 47, P.Oxy. II 344 descr. = 6; cf. also P.Grenf. II 42.1 with BL VIII 142: > 9*"# 2/3/%45(,#µ4E#) 36- 

2/34F2(+-) 3B# CD[.@934'). This official was represented at the level of the nome by agents who are 
usually described in our documents as 4G (2/(&#3/µ)-4,) $9,3;*;3/1 2/1 5&,*,#3/1 2/3/%45,#µ6- 

HI'*'.5&F34' or simply 4G ?#54%4@µ&-4, 34A# 2/3/%45,#µ4@#.10  
 The IA notices sent by these officials to the agoranomi typically adhere to the following schema: 
 
1) Epistolary opening: name and official designation of the sender(s) 34E# ?.4*/-Jµ4,# 5/F*&,-. The 
agoranomi are never named individually. (The occasional use of the singular 3K ?.4*/-JµL is not 
significant; cf. Raschke, BASP 13 (1976) 28–9 (2 n.).) 
 
2) a) N.N. (cessionary) 9/*/2&5+*;µ)-4'/-µ)-;# 9/*M/N9" N.N. (cedent)11 
    b) 2/(’ >µ4%4.F/- .&.4-'E/- !,M 34O $- HI'*@.5+- 9J%&, ?.4*/-4µ&F4'/µ-;µ4-&F4'12   
        + date (usually month only; but cf. P.Oxy. 45.8)13 
    c) location (village and 2%B*4#), description, and area14 of the land ceded 

                                                
7 IA: P.Oxy. I 45, 46, 47, II 341 descr. = 4, 342 descr. = 5, 344 descr. = 6, 346 descr. = 3, 347 descr. = 2, III 641 descr., 

L 3556, SB XXII 15351, 15354, 15355. IB: P.Dub. 6, P.Oxy. II 345 descr. = 1, 348 descr. = 7. 
8 On catoecic land, particularly in the Oxyrhynchite nome, see J. Rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants in Roman 

Egypt: the Social Relations of Agriculture in the Oxyrhynchite Nome (Oxford 1996) 43–8. 
9 For a discussion of cessions from a juristic perspective, see H.-A. Rupprecht, ‘Rechtsübertragung in den Papyri. Zur 

Entwicklung von Parachoresis und Ekchoresis’, in D. Nörr, D. Simon (edd.), Gedächtnisschrift für Wolfgang Kunkel (Frank-
furt am Main 1984) 365–90. 

10 On these officials, see P.Oxy. XLIX 3482.6 n. Catoecic land was also separately registered in the nome-wide 
property register (.&.%&'/0#1 !"#,0234() after the introduction of the latter sometime after the middle of the first century 
CE; cf. from Oxyrhynchus P.Oxy. II 248 (80), and see Rupprecht, ‘Rechtsübertragung in den Papyri’ 378 n. 123. 

11 From a social perspective, it is worth noting the prevalence of women as parties to the cessions. Out of the eleven IA 

notices wherein the names of the parties are preserved, nine involve women; in six of these women appear as both cedents 
and cessionaries (SB 15351, 15354, 3, 4, 5 [the cessionaries are a woman and her two brothers], 6; cedent alone: P.Oxy. 45, 
2; cessionary alone: P.Oxy. 3556). In the three IB notices, women appear only in 1 as both mortgager and mortgagee. This 
state of affairs has already been highlighted by Rowlandson in her discussion of sales of land in Roman Oxyrhynchus 
(Landowners and Tenants 182, 193–4, 200–201). In her wider sample of sale and cession documents (including some of our 
texts) ‘40 per cent of the vendors and half the purchasers’ are women (p. 182). 

12 On the equivalence of 5"'*+('µ36'( and µ(1µ'(36'(, see Wolff, Das Recht II 25–6. 
13 The dates of the cessions are consistent with Rowlandson’s observation that ‘there was a deliberate attempt to avoid 

drawing up sale contracts between the sowing and harvest of the main crop of the year (roughly late Choiak to Pauni)’ 
(Landowners and Tenants 186 with Table 12 on p. 321). Mesore: P.Oxy. 45; Phaophi: SB 15355, 3; Hathyr: P.Oxy. 641 
descr., SB 15354, 2. The ‘exceptions’ are P.Oxy. 46 and SB 15351 from Mecheir and P.Oxy. 3556 from Phamenoth. The 
month date of either the 7µ'%'"8+ or the notice is not given or preserved in P.Oxy. 47, 1, 4, 5, 6. 

14 Areas of land, where preserved, are as follows: 1 55/72 ar. (P.Oxy. 46), 1 11/12 ar. (P.Oxy. 45), at least 2 ar. (P.Oxy. 
3556), 4 ar. (SB 15355), 5 ar. (P.Oxy. 641 descr.), less than 10 ar. (6), 15! ar. (SB 15354), 20 ar. (SB 15351), 50 ar. (3).  In 
7 44+ ar. and in P.Dub. 6 2" ar. are mortgaged. For comparative material from other Oxyrhynchite sales and cessions, see 
Rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants 184–5 with Table 11 on p. 320. 
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    d) !," .*P0+/.*P04µ&- NµE-/#4, Q-’ &D!B3&/&D!R#15  
 
3) S**+#(&/S**+#4 and date of letter (regnal year with imperial titulature, month, and day). 
 
Clause b) or parts thereof could be omitted, but it is unclear whether the omission of !,M 34O ... 

?.4*/-4µ&F4'/µ-;µ4-&F4' necessarily implies that the contract was not drawn up in the ?.4*/-

-4µ&E4-.16 None of the notices explicitly mentions a price, but this was ‘doubtless because the pro-
cedure originated in the Ptolemaic period, when the payment of a price was not permitted’.17 After the 
date at the bottom, some notices contain the signature of the sender (N.N. #&#;(µ&F+µ/,), sometimes 
followed by the area of land concerned and a repetition of the date).18 Some notices also display very 
cursive annotations on the top margin of the document, whose import is unclear (see below, 3 1 n.).  
 The fewer notices of the payment of the tax on mortgages (IB) have a closely similar structure. The 
equivalent of clause a) is N.N. 3&3/.µ)-4' (&D# 2/3/%45,#µ4A#) 3)%4# N94(82;# (the restoration of 
P.Dub. 6.1–2 is uncertain, but 3&3/.µ)-4' at least is secure). However, whereas in P.Dub. 6 and 1 the 
creditors pay the mortgage tax, in 7 it is the debtors/mortgagers who do so.19  
 The exact function of these notices and their place in the procedure for the cession of catoecic land 
have still not been satisfactorily elucidated. The only scholar I know of who discussed the question in 
extenso, Friedrich von Woess, was unfortunately limited by the fact that only three notices were fully 
published in his time.20 Von Woess argues that the function of the notices is to authorize the agoranomi 
to draw up the contract of cession. His reconstruction of the procedure is as follows. The cedent first 
applied to the 2/3/%45,#µ4F officials to request the registration of the land’s change of ownership (the 
so-called µ&3&9,.*/08) in their special records of catoecic land. This application was based on an 
initial, non-notarial agreement between the parties, and would correspond to the N9Jµ-;µ/ 3K 9*"# 

2/3/%45,#µ4E# commonly mentioned in Oxyrhynchite cession documents as the basis of the contract.21 
Once the µ&3&9,.*/08 was completed, the 2/3/%45,#µ4F officials informed the agoranomi (through our 
notices), who were thereby authorized to draw up the notarial contract of cession. In von Woess’ view, 
the >µ4%4.F/ mentioned as already completed in the notices to agoranomi (2/(’ >µ4%4.F/- .&.4-'E/- 

23%.; note also the perfect participle 9/*/2&5+*;µ)--) refers to the initial agreement, possibly only the 
cedent’s ‘consent’ to the cession, rather than to the notarial contract. This reconstruction is problematic, 
especially in view of subsequently published notices. None of the fully published papyri known to von 
Woess (P.Oxy. I 45–7) contain clause b) in full (P.Oxy. 45.7–8 has only 2/(’ >µ4(%4.F/-) .&.4-'E/- 

3R $-&#3:#T Uµ)*V). This clause, however, shows that the >µ4%4.F/ mentioned in the notices was in 
fact drawn up, in some cases at least, in the ?.4*/-4µ&E4-; in other words, it was the notarial contract 
proper. The implication is that the parties concluded the notarial agreement prior to the notices sent by 
the 2/3/%45,#µ4F officials to the agoranomi, obviating the need to resort to von Woess’ ill-attested 
‘Doppelbeurkundung des Aktes’ (one agreement before the µ&3&9,.*/08, another after). It is curious, 

                                                
15 Note unsyntactical 9&- (cf. P.Oxy. 45.13 n.). 3 15–16 has µ3,+9894µ& in place of "*:;4.  
16 9&< ,'= ... 5"'*+('µ38'> omitted in P.Oxy. 45, 3556, and 6. All elements of clause b) are missing from P.Oxy. 46, 

47, SB 15351, 15354(?). SB 15355 has the date but is broken at the top. P.Oxy. 641 descr. and 4 are too incomplete. 
17 Rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants 180. The equivalent of a ‘price’, called 9/*/5+*;3,2J- rather than 3,µ8, is 

mentioned in some contracts of cession (for some examples see P.Mich. XVIII 784.3 n.). 
18 P.Oxy. 45.18–20, SB 15351.23–6, 15354.32. Three notices whose bottom portion is preserved do not contain a 

signature (P.Oxy. 46, SB 15355, 3; cf. also P.Dub. 6). 
19 Clause b) is omitted in 1, 9&< ,'= ... 5"'*+('µ38'> in 7. 
20 Untersuchungen über das Urkundenwesen und den Publizitätsschutz im römischen Ägypten (München 1924) 153–

68. 
21 Typically in the clause 5;’ '? N.N. (cedent) !)&9@94#3( A)'µ(0µ+,'2 ,BC )*D2 #+,+%'E&2µ'62. For some instances 

see P.Oxy. XLIX 3482.5 n. 
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moreover, that the letters to agoranomi are phrased as mere informational notices (.*P0+ #4, Q-’ &D!BW#) 
rather than as explicit authorizations to draw up the notarial contract.22 
 Perhaps the procedure was closer to the one briefly sketched by Ludwig Mitteis in his Grundzüge 
pp. 111–12 and Chrestomathie p. 243: the cedent first applied to the X,X%,40@%/2&# for authorization 
to conclude the cession (cf. e.g. P.Lond. II 300 p. 151 [Arsinoite; 129]). The X,X%,40@%/2&#, provided 
the cedent’s title to the property was confirmed and there were no liens on the land, authorized the 
agoranomi, through an $9F#3/%µ/, to draw up the contract. Once the contract of cession was completed, 
the cedent notified the 2/3/%45,#µ4F officials, so that they might register the change of ownership 
(µ&3&9,.*/08) in their records of catoecic land (Grenfell and Hunt suggested that P.Oxy. XII 1462 is 
one such document; note that it implies that the cession agreement had already been completed). 
Finally, these officials notified the agoranomi (through our notices), in order to confirm that the 
µ&3&9,.*/08 was effected and prompt the agoranomi to enter the contract in the X,X%,4(82; 

$.238#&+-. A weakness in this scenario is that it leaves unclear the place of the N9Jµ-;µ/ 3K 9*"# 
2/3/%45,#µ4E# mentioned in several Oxyrhynchite cession contracts (see above)–was it perhaps part of 
a fossilized formula that no longer reflected the procedure in the period under discussion?23 A second 
problem is that agoranomi do not seem to have had competence over the X,X%,4(82;, so that even if the 
stages of the procedure suggested by Mitteis are correct, the function of the notices to agoranomi 
remains unclear. The supposition that they did not serve any wider administrative function and were 
purely informational or confirmatory is also unsatisfactory.24 Prof. Dieter Hagedorn wonders whether 
the communication by the 2/3/%45,#µ4F officials was perhaps necessary before the agoranomi could 
hand out the contracts to the parties (‘Daß kein Auftrag erteilt wird, liegt wohl einfach daran, daß die 
Beamten der 2/3/%45,#µ4F gegenüber den Agoranomen nicht weisungsberechtigt waren’). 
 

1. P.Oxy. II 345 descr. 

NNC: Oxy. 345 7.1 ! 11.5 cm c. 88 
 
A notice from Plutarchus and A– informing the agoranomi that the tax on the mortgage of some land 
near an uncertain village of the Western toparchy had been paid by the creditor. Parallel documents are 
P.Dub. 6 and P.Oxy. II 348 descr. = 7. 
 The document is dated to c. 88 on the basis of the appearance of Plutarchus in SB XXII 15354 
(4 Nov. 88), where he acts on his own. For another attestation of Plutarchus from 83/4, but in a slightly 
different context, see Appendix n. iv. 
 The papyrus is complete at the top, left, and most of the right. About 4–5 letters are missing from 
the ends of the first five lines. A collesis is visible on the left margin. Image available online through 
APIS or HGV. Housed in the Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University. 
 
  Y%4@3/*54# 2/1 C  Z[ 
  4G 2/(&#3/µ)-Z4Z[, $9,3;- 

  *;3/1 2/1 5,*,#3/1 2Z[/3/-  

  %45,#µ6- HI'*'.Z[5&F34' 

 5 34E# $.*/-Jµ4,# [5/F*&,-. 

                                                
22 Objections to von Woess’ hypothesis are also voiced by Rupprecht, ‘Rechtsübertragung in den Papyri’ 376–7. 

Rupprecht’s study of documents and formulas relating to µ3,3)&"*+;0 (pp. 375–8) shows that this act could be effected 
before or after the cession agreement in the Roman period. 

23 No examples of such a A)-µ(1µ+ have been identified among published documents. 
24 Cf. P.Oxy. L 3556 introd. p. 146: ‘changes of ownership or liens on such property [i.e. catoecic land] were, simply 

for information, notified to the agoranomi, who however were not responsible for the maintenance of its specialized records’. 
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  [/5&634# 3B# 2/1Z \Z9Z4Z%Z- 
  %+-/*F4' [&634#Z 34Z[O []&- 

  634# µ&3M 2Z'*FZ4' 3Z4O 

  ]/'3B# ?-&^,4O _*(4-  

 10 :-,4# 34O YZ&µ4OZ3Z4Z# 

  34O _*(4:-,4#  Z  Z  Z µZ)- 

  -;# 3)%4# N94(82;# 

  3B# N943&(,µ)-;# /`- 

  3R N9" a,4-'#F/# 5Z*Z;Z- 
 15 µ/3,b4@#;# µ;3Z*"# 

  a,4.&-F!4# 3B# c*4-F4(') 

  9&*1 d&  Z  Z/  Z 3ZB# 9*"#Z %ZFZX/  

  [3]4Z9/*Z5ZF/#  Z[  

  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
 3 l. 5&,*,#3/F      5 l. ?.4*/-Jµ4,#      13 l. N943&(&,µ)-;#      16 2*4-,4

    

 
‘Plutarchus and A–, the established superintendents and assistants of the katalochismoi registers of the 
Oxyrhynchite (nome), to the agoranomi, greetings. Tacheos alias Apollonarion, daughter of Teos, son of 
Teos, with her cousin Harthoonis, son of Pemous, son of Harthoonis, as guardian, having paid the tax on 
mortgage of the (land) mortgaged to her by Dionysia, officially styled as daughter of mother Diogenis, 
daughter of Cronius, (situated) around Se– of the Western toparchy ...’ 
 
1  C  Z[. The second letter is possibly mu, e.g. eµZ[4f# (as suggested on APIS). 
5  $.*/-Jµ4,# (l. ?.4*/-Jµ4,#). This aberrant spelling has a close parallel in P.Lond. III 1168.35 p. 135 (Hermopolis; 44) 

$.*/-4µF4' (l. ?.4*/-4µF4'). The spelling of words in ?.4*/-4µ- with omitted first omicron is common enough; for 
examples see F. T. Gignac, A Grammar of the Greek Papyri of the Roman and Byzantine Periods. Volume I Phonology 
(Milano [1976]) 308. For the interchange of / and & in unaccented syllables, see eund. 279. 

11–12   Z  Z  ZµZ)-;#. One expects 3&3/.µ)-;# here; cf. P.Dub. 6.2 and 7 5. But as Brian MacGing (who had seen a photo of 1) 
remarks in P.Dub. 6.2 n., ‘there hardly seems enough room for all the necessary letters’. The traces suggest that the 
scribe wrote 3Z&Z3Zg/.hµZ)-;#. 7 5–6 has &D# 2/3/%45,#µ4@# between 3&3/.µ)-4' and 3)%4# N94(82;#. 

14–16 a,4-'#F/# 5Z*Z;Zµ/3,b4@#;# µ;3Z*"# a,4.&-F!4#. The expression 5*;µ/3Fb+- µ;3*"# N.N., exclusive to Oxyrhynchite 
documents, is used to indicate lack of a legal father, i.e. a person who would be described elsewhere as ?9P3+*; see M. 
Malouta, ‘The terminology of fatherlessness in Roman Egypt: ?9P3+* and 5*;µ/3Fb+- µ;3*J#’, in Pap.Congr. XXIV 
615–24. On the phenomenon, see most recently eand., ‘Fatherlessness and formal identification in Roman Egypt’, in S. 
R. Hübner, D. M. Ratzan (edd.), Growing Up Fatherless in Antiquity (Cambridge 2009) 120–38.  

17–18 9&*1 d&  Z  Z/  Z 3ZB# 9*"#Z %ZFZX/ [3]4Z9/*Z5ZF/#. In their description, Grenfell and Hunt reported the village as ‘d)#0/  Z  Z  Z in 
the western toparchy’. The village usually spelled as d&#0(/ or d&0(/, however, was in the Lower toparchy, the 
second sigma is not clear, and there is one letter between d&  Z  Z/ and 3ZB#. This final letter of the toponym consists of a 
curved trace open at the top and a short upright or ascending oblique below; it could be an upsilon in a shape similar to 
the one in HI'- at line 4. The ‘phi’ could also be taken as a psi. In that case, one possibility is to read d&(  Z?) Ẑ/'Z for 
d&g-&h Ẑ/'Z. The omission of the middle syllable would be comparable to the errors committed by the scribe in lines 5 
and 11–12 (see the notes above). However, it remains unclear whether there is a letter, or the hesitant beginning of one, 
between epsilon and psi. d&-/+ is another Western toparchy candidate, but neither nu nor omega is compatible with the 
traces. For all of these villages, see the references in H. Verreth, A Survey of Toponyms in Egypt in the Graeco-Roman 
Period (Version 1.0; 2008) 513–14, 518 (downloadable from <http://www.trismegistos.org/top.php>). 

 

2. P.Oxy. II 347 descr. 
 
Cambr. Add. Ms. 4062 8.6 # 7.2 cm c. 95 (28/9 October – 26/7 November) 
 
A notice from three officials in charge of the catoecic registers to the agoranomi concerning a cession of 
land near the village of Toou. Of the three officials, only the names of the last two (Heraclas and 
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Diogenes alias Hermaeus) are preserved. The first official’s name is restored as Phanias on the basis of 
his appearance with the other two in P.Oxy. I 45 = M.Chr. 222 (29 Aug. 95). Phanias and Diogenes 
alias Hermaeus also recur without Heraclas in 
P.Oxy. I 46 (30 Jan. 100), II 341 descr. = 4, 
342 descr. = 5, and L 3556 (the date is not 
preserved in the last three documents). Dio-
genes alias Hermaeus is probably identical to 
the former $I;.;38# and .*/µµ/3&A# 9J%&+# 
of the same name appearing in P.Oxy. X 
1263.1 (128/9) and PSI VIII 874.1, 20 (132/3), 
which would imply that he was relatively 
young when he was in charge of the 2/3/-

%45,#µ4F registers. 
 With the exception of the upper left-hand 
corner, the document is complete on the left, 
top, and right sides; it is regularly broken at 
the bottom after line 11. Housed in the 
Cambridge University Library. The image is 
reproduced by kind permission of the Syndics 
of Cambridge University Library. 
 
  [i/-F/#] 2Z/Z1Z  j*/2%=# 2/1 a,4.)-;# > 2/1Z kZ*Z- 
  µ/Z[E]4Z[#] 4G ?Z#54%4@µ&-4, 34A# 2/3/%45(,#µ4A#) 

  34E# ?.4*/-Jµ4,# 5/F*&,-. l)+-4#Z 
  34O a;µ;3*F4' 34O d/*/9F+-4# 9/- 

 5 */2&5+*;µ)-4' 9/*M m,-2/*F4' 

  3B# a,4.)-4'# 34O n+o%4' µ&3M  

  2'*F4' 34O ?-!*"# d/#/9F+-4# 

  34O i/-F4' 2/(’ >µ4%4.F/- .&.4-'-  

  E/- !,M 34O $- 3R /`3R 9J%&, µ-;µ4- 

 10 -&F4' 3K $-&#363, µ;-1 m)L d&X/#!3K" 
  3M# N9Z/*54@#/# /`3R 9&*1 [44' 

  [       c.11        ]  Z  Z  Z[ 
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
2 2/3/%45

      3 See n. below      5 l. m,2/*F4'      7 l. d/*/9F+-4#; initial # corr. from 0 

 
‘Phanias, Heraclas, and Diogenes alias Hermaeus, officials in charge of the katalochismoi registers, to 
the agoranomi, greetings. Theon, son of Demetrius, son of Sarapion, has had ceded to him by Nicarion, 
daughter of Diogenes, son of Zoilus, with her husband Sarapion, son of Phanias, as guardian, in 
accordance with the contract executed through the notarial office (mnemoneion) in the same city, in the 
present month Neos Sebastos, the (n arouras) belonging to her around Toou ...’ 
 
3 ?.4*/-Jµ4,# 5/F*&,-. The scribe appears to have omitted the final sigma at first, writing --4µ4,5, but then made good this 

omission by writing the sigma over chi and beginning 5/F*&,- anew.    
3–4 l)+-4#Z 34O a;µ;3*F4' 34O d/*/9F+-4#. A Demetrius, son of Sarapion and grandson of Theon, appears in P.Oxy. II 

248.3, 7–8 (80) as the father of Amois and the husband of Prima. (I disregard the corrections proposed in BL II.2 94, 
which are not well founded.) We may be dealing with the same family, for which the following stemma can be con-
structed on the basis of the two documents: 
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  Theon                     Alexander 
 

 Sarapion           N.N. alias(?) Sarapion 
 

 Demetrius         "          Prima 
 

 
 Theon          Amois 
 
5  m,-2/*F4' (l. m,2/*F4'). For a comparable spelling with an inserted nasal, cf. PSI IX 1029.8 (Oxy.; 52/3) m,.2P-4*4# 

(l. m,2P-4*4#). For the phenomenon, see Gignac, Grammar I 118–19. 
7  d/#/9F+-4# (l. d/*/9F+-4#). An unusual error. The initial sigma was corrected from phi. Prof. Hagedorn remarks: 

‘Hatte der Schreiber vielleicht schon an i/-F4' gedacht und mit i/ begonnen, als er den Fehler bemerkte? Das Sigma 
drängte sich dadurch in seinem Kopf so vor, daß er es versehentlich zweimal schrieb’. 

11  [44'. Villages of this name are know from the Aphroditopolite, Heracleopolite, and Hermopolite nomes. For the 
Oxyrhynchite nome, P. Pruneti, I centri abitati dell’Ossirinchite: repertorio toponomastico (Firenze 1981) 206–7 s.v., 
and A. Calderini, S. Daris, Dizionario dei nomi geografici e topografici dell’Egitto greco-romano Vol. V (Milano 1987) 
20 s.v. (3), cite three possible instances of a village Toou: PSI XII 1263.15 = SB V 7816 (166/7), PSI IX 1036.3 (192), 
and P.Oxy. VII 1068.17 (III). None of these documents explicitly states that the village belongs to the Oxyrhynchite 
nome, but PSI 1036 at least concerns land sacred to Isis of Taposiris situated 9&*1 [44' ?9;%,:34', that is, in the 
Eastern toparchy of the nome.25 In P.Oxy. 1068, the sender of the letter, who is in the Arsinoite nome, simply mentions 
that his assistants were obliged to go to Toou. M. R. Falivene, The Herakleopolite Nome (Atlanta 1998) 232–3, argues 
that this is more likely to be the Heracleopolite village, which was nearer to the Arsinoite than other homonymous 
villages. PSI 1263 is a fragment of a will from the Oxyrhynchite nome, in the subscription to which the testator leaves 
to one of his sons 15 arouras around Toou. It is reasonable to infer that this was the Oxyrhynchite village, but because it 
occurs only in the subscription, it cannot be excluded that the village was qualified otherwise in the body of the will. 
One of the two Hermopolite villages called Toou was situated ‘à l’extrémité Nord du nome Hermopolite’, which shared 
a border with the Upper toparchy of the Oxyrhynchite nome, so that it is not impossible that the testator possessed land 
there (see M. Drew-Bear, Le nome Hermopolite: toponymes et sites (Missoula 1979) 305–6). For two other possible but 
uncertain instances of an Oxyrhynchite Toou, see P.Oxy. LXXII 4868.7 (122/3) [ --- ] | [44' (cf. n. ad loc.: ‘The 
possibility exists ... that 344' here is the end of the toponym; cf. ['5,-/X,3+4' …’), and the suggestion to restore ?9" 

[Z4'Z or [Z4(4') in P.Wash.Univ. II 78.ii.14 n. 

 

3. P.Oxy. II 346 descr. 

Melbourne Pap. 1901.0004 7.4 # 17.7 cm 19 October 100 
 
A notice from Dionysius alias Amois to the agoranomi concerning the cession of 50 arouras of catoecic 
land around the village of Sko from one woman to another. The same sender possibly recurs in P.Oxy. 
III 641 descr. (2 Nov. 100) if the restoration of the sender’s name (‘Dio[nysius]’) is correct (cf. also the 
possible restoration of eµZ[4f#–not an alias–in 1 1 n.). 
 The document is complete, with upper, right, and ample lower margins. The writing runs to the 
right-hand edge of the papyrus, which is slightly damaged at the top. The papyrus is part of the 
University of Melbourne Arts Collections (Classics and Archaeology Collection). 
 
  (m.1)   Z  Z  Z  Z( )  Z  Z( ) (m.2) X,XZ  Z%Z( ) 
  (m.3) !(,M)  Z  Z  Z ?.4(*/-Jµ4'). 

  (m.4) a,4-@#,4# > 2/1 eµ4,# $9,3;*;- 

  37# 2/1 5&,*,#37# 23/%45(,#µ6-) HI'*'.5&F34Z'Z 

                                                
25 The editors take 5)1%&F,'> to mean that the land ‘era nella parte orientale del territorio del villaggio G''>’ (introd.), 

but one would not expect such a specification to be phrased in this way. The same estate is also attested in P.Oxy. XII 1434 
(107/8), where it is listed among lands benefiting from reduced taxes in a report by the village scribe ‘of Monimou and other 
villages of the Upper toparchy’. Monimou was in the northeastern part of the Upper toparchy, i.e. near the border with the 
Eastern toparchy (see Rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants 11, 12). It is therefore possible that the land in PSI 1036, which 
covered 100 arouras, was directly connected to the one in P.Oxy. 1434 and extended across the border of the two toparchies; 
such a situation would in turn imply that Toou was in the southern part of the Eastern toparchy. 
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 5 34E# ?.4*/-Jµ4,# 5/F*&,-. a;µ;- 

  3*4O34# 3B# \µµ+-F4' 9/*/2Z[&- 

  5+*;µ)-;# N9" Y34%)µ/# 3B# a,4- 

  -'#F4' µ&3M 2'*F4' 34O ?-!(*"#) _*94- 

  2*/3F+-4# 34O Y34%&µ/F4' 2/(Z’ >Z-   
 10 µ4%4.F/g-h .&.4-'E/- !,M 34O $- HI'- 

  *@.5+- 9J%&, ?.4*/-4µ&F4' 36W $-&- 

  #363, µ;-1 i/+0, 3M# N9/*54@-  

  #/# µ4, 9&*1 d2+ $2 34O d3*/X= 

  2%8*4' 2/34,2,2B# 2/1 g$h+-;µ)-;# 

 15 ?*4@*/# 9&-3824-3/, µ&3/!F- 
  !+µ, Q-’ &D!R#. S**+(#(&). S34'#  

  3&3P*34' C`342*P34*4# c/F#/*4Z[# 

  m)*4'/ [*/,/-4O d&X/#34O p&*µ/-Z[,]2Z(4O)  

  i/+0, 2qXq.     
 
1 See below      2 ! (see below), /H      4 2/3/%45      8 /-!      

13 l. /`3R in place of µ4,      16 l. &D!B3&, &**+      18 

.&*µ/-Z[  Z]2Z
 

 
‘Dionysius alias Amois, superintendent and assistant of 
the katalochismoi registers of the Oxyrhynchite 
(nome), to the agoranomi, greetings. Demetrous, 
daughter of Ammonius, has had ceded to her by 
Ptolema, daughter of Dionysius, with her husband 
Harpocration, son of Ptolemaeus, as guardian, in 
accordance with the contract executed through the 
notarial office (agoranomeion) in the city of Oxy-
rhynchi, in the present month Phaophi, the fifty arouras 
of catoecic and bought (land) belonging to me (sic) 
around Sko from the allotment of Strabas. I 
communicate (this) so that you may know. Farewell.’ 
 ‘Year four of Imperator Caesar Nerva Traianus 
Augustus Germanicus, Phaophi 22.’ 
 
1  (m.1)  Z  Z  Z  Z( )  Z  Z( ) (m.2) X,XZ  Z%Z( ). The annotations in the top 

margin, made in a different hand from the body of the 
document, recur in some notices of this category: P.Oxy. I 47.1, II 341 descr. = 4 1, 342 descr. = 5 1, L 3556.1 (image 
online through HGV). Their decipherment remains uncertain, as they ‘are extremely cursive with abbreviations 
indicated in each case by raising the last letter above the level of the other writing’ (P.Oxy. 3556.1 n.). In most 
instances, the raised letters suggest that the annotation consists of two words. In the present papyrus, it appears that the 
same annotation was written twice on the same line by different hands. Grenfell and Hunt read P.Oxy. 47.1 as 
2/Z3Z/Z%(45,#µ  ) 9Z%(  ) and assumed that it ‘contains the title’ of the document (1 n.). J. R. Rea, P.Oxy. 3556.1 n., is 
‘inclined to take the first group as XZ,ZXZ, perhaps a reference to one of the record offices, the X,X%,4(B2/,, but I can get 
no further on that assumption’. Finally, G. Messeri and R. Pintaudi, ‘Spigolature V’, ZPE 122 (1998) 126, suggest 
reading rµ4%(J.;3/,) 9%(B*&#) in P.Oxy. 47, commenting as follows: ‘l’autopsia dell’originale non ci consente di 
rifiutare la lettura, assai dubbia, 2/Z3Z/Z%( ) a favore dell’ +µ4%( ) che avremmo preferito leggervi (ma, in effeti, il 
documento non è un’omologia!). Invece, il secondo elemento– 9%( ): 9%(B*&#)? – è, a parer nostro, sicuro’. Further on 
(p. 127), they state that ‘la lettura X(')X%( ) 9%( ) potrebbe andar bene anche per P.Oxy. I 47’. On the basis of the papyri 
edited here, I would exclude rµ4%(J.;3/,), but would concur with Messeri and Pintaudi that 9%( ) is fairly secure 
(though I do not take a position on their resolution 9%(B*&#)). For the first word, X,X%( ) or X,X( ) looks attractive, 
especially since the apparent repetition of the annotation (in a somewhat more legible hand) in 3 1 seems to begin with 
X,XZ. Certainty and the appropriate resolution, however, are beyond my reach. 
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2  !(,M)  Z  Z  Z ?.4(*/-Jµ4'). This second annotation, written in a small and very cursive hand, does not occur in other 
notices. !(,P) is written in the abbreviated shape common in sitologi receipts. Before ?.4(*/-Jµ4'), perhaps the 
abbreviated name of an agoranomus. 

9–10 2/(Z’ >Zµ4%4.F/<->. Similar mistake (dative intended?) in P.Amh. II 113.33 (157). 
12–13 3M# N9/*54@#/# µ4, (l. /`3R). The scribe slips into the subjective style of the notice that the cedent Ptolema had 

originally sent to the 2/3/%45,#µ4F officials. 
13  d2+. For references to this village of the Upper toparchy, see the bibliography collected by Verreth, A Survey of 

Toponyms 526 s.v. 
13–14 $2 34O d3*/X= 2%8*4'. This 2%B*4# is known only from this document.  
14  2/34,2,2B# 2/1 g$h+-;µ)-;#. On this expression, see Rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants 46–7, 51, and cf. below 6 

24–[5] n. 

4. P.Oxy. II 341 descr. 
 
  6.6 # 10.2 cm c. 100 
 
The top of a notice from Phanias and Diogenes alias Hermaeus (see above, 2 introd.) to the agoranomi 
concerning a cession of land from one woman to another. The papyrus is dated to c. 100 on the basis of 
the appearance of the same pair of senders in P.Oxy. I 46 (30 Jan. 100). 
 The document is written in a loose cursive hand. Left, top, and right margins are preserved. The 
break at the bottom is regular. The exact whereabouts of the papyrus are unknown. It used to be housed 
in the Manchester Museum, but is now probably in the John Rylands Library, University of 
Manchester.26 
 
  (m.1)      Z  Z  Z( )  Z  Z( ) 
  (m.2) i/-F/# 2/1 a,4.)-;# 

  > 2/1 kZ*Zµ/E4# 4G ?#54%(4@µ&-4,) 
  34A#Z [2]/Z3Z/Z%45,#µ4A# 

 5 34E# ?.4*/-Jµ4,# 

  5/F*&,-. d/*/94O34Z#Z 
  3B# n+o%4' µ&3MZ 2Z'Z(*F4') 

  34O >µ4.-;#F4' ?!&%(04O) 

  d/*/9F+-4# 9/*/2&5(+*;µ)-;#) 

 10 9/*M [/634# 3B# 

  \94%%+-F4' 34O 

  k*µ6-4# µ&3M 2'(*F4')  

  34O ?-!*"# a,4-'#F4' 

  [       c.8      ]  Z[  Z]  Z[  Z]  Z[ 
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
3 /#54%    7 abbreviation unclear    8 /!&%    9 9/*/2&5      12 2'q  
 
‘Phanias and Diogenes alias Hermaeus, officials in charge of the 
katalochismoi registers, to the agoranomi, greetings. Sarapous, daughter of Zoilus, with her blood 
brother Sarapion as guardian, has had ceded to her by Taos, daughter of Apollonius, son of Hermon, 
with her husband Dionysius as guardian ...’ 
 
1   Z  Z  Z( )  Z  Z( ). See above, 3 1 n. 
6–7 d/*/94O34Z#Z 3B# n+o%4'. A woman with the same name and patronymic is the bride of Dionysius in the marriage 

contract P.Oxy. II 265 (81–96), with a dowry including agricultural land and a slave.  

                                                
26 Cf. the online Location-list of the Oxyrhynchus papyri published by the Egypt Exploration Society: <http://www. 

papyrology.ox.ac.uk/POxy/lists/list2.html>.  
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5. P.Oxy. II 342 descr. 
 
Cambr. Add. Ms. 4061 7.3 # 10.1 cm  c. 100 
 
A notice from Phanias and Diogenes alias Hermaeus (see above, 2 introd.) to the agoranomi concerning 
a cession of catoecic land. The papyrus is dated to c. 100 on the basis of the appearance of the same pair 
of senders in P.Oxy. I 46 (30 Jan. 100). 
 The document is complete at the top, left, and right sides, with wide upper and left margins, but is 
broken and frayed at the bottom. Housed in the Cambridge University Library. The image is reproduced 
by kind permission of the Syndics of Cambridge University Library. 
 
  (m.1)    Z  Z  Z  Z   Z  Z( ) 
   vac. 
  (m.2) i/-F/# 2/1 a,4.)-;(#) > 2/1  
   k*µ/E4# 4G ?#5(4%4@µ&-4,) 3(4A#) 2/3/-

%45(,#µ4A#) 
   34E# ?.4(*/-Jµ4,#) 5/F(*&,-). s#5'*F-

+-4(#) 

 5 2/1 \µ4f3=34# 2/1 [*'0=34# 

  36- 3*,6- l)+-4# 

  s#5'*F+-4#, 3B# !t [*'0=3(4#) 
  µ&3M 2'*F4' 34O ?-!*"# 

  \µJf34# 34O n+o%4', 

 10 36- 3*,6- 9/*/2&5+(*;µ)-+-) 

  9/*M l&/-4O34# 3B# s#5'*F+(-4#) 

  34O l)+-4# µ&3M 2'*F4' 

  34O 'G4O s#Z5'*F+-4# 34ZOZ 
  d&*/9FZ+Z-Z4Z# 2/(’ >µ4%(4.F/-) 

 15 .&.4-'E/- !,M 34O $- HZIZ'Z*Z[@.5+-  

  9ZJZ%&Z,Z ?Z.4*/-4µ&ZFZ4Z'Z    disturbed traces  
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

2 !,4.&-;      3 /#53-2/3/%45      4 /H5/,,#5'*,+-4      7 3*'0/3      10 9/*/2&5+      11 ,#5'*,+      14 4µ4%
 

 
‘Phanias and Diogenes alias Hermaeus, officials in charge of the katalochismoi registers, to the 
agoranomi, greetings. Ischyrion, Amoitas, and Tryphas, the three children of Theon, Tryphas with her 
husband Amois, son of Zoilus, as guardian–the three have had ceded to them by Theanous, daughter of 
Ischyrion, son of Theon, with her son Ischyrion, son of Serapion, as guardian, in accordance with a 
contract executed through the notarial office (agoranomeion) in the city of Oxyrhynchi ...’ 
 
1   Z  Z  Z  Z   Z  Z( ). See above, 3 1 n. 
11–12 l&/-4O34# 3B# s#5'*F+(-4#) 34O l)+-4#. The patronymic and papponymic of the cedent suggest that she is related 

to the cessionaries named in lines 4–7. She is more likely to be their aunt on the paternal side than the daughter of the 
cessionary Ischyrion. A hypothetical family tree can be constructed as follows: 

   Theon I 
 

   Ischyrion I 
 

 

 Theanous " Serapion Theon II        (Zoilus) 
 

 

Ischyrion II   Ischyrion III, Amoitas, Tryphas (" Amois) 
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6. P.Oxy. II 344 descr. 
 
U. Penn. Museum E 2764 9.6 # 16.7 cm Late first century 
 
A notice from Panther and Hermogenes, who are described as agents of Tiberius Claudius Theon (see 
2–3 n.), official in charge of the catoecic registers of Egypt, to the agoranomi concerning a cession of 
land around the village of Mouchinaxap from one woman to another. The property of the cedent 
consisted of two plots of five arouras each. The preserved part of the papyrus reveals only the area 
ceded from the first five-aroura plot (one aroura and perhaps a fraction; see 21 n.), but further land will 
have been ceded from the second plot in the lost portion of the document.  
 Upper, left, and right margins are preserved, but the document is incomplete at the bottom. Damage 
along two parallel vertical lines is perhaps due to a collesis. Housed in the University Museum, 
University of Pennsylvania.  
 Image online: <http://sceti.library.upenn.edu/pages/index.cfm?so_id=4111> 
 
  YP-(;* 2/1 k*µ4.)-;# 4G 9*4- 

  2&5&,*,#µ)-4, N9" [,X&*F4' 

  c%Z/Z'Z!F4' l)+-4# 34O ?#54%4'µ()-4')  

  34A# 2/3/%45,#µ(4A#) 3B# CD.@934' 

 5 34[E]#Z ?.4*/-Jµ4,# 5/F*&,-. 

  Y4%Z%ZFZ/Z# u9,5/*F4' µ&3M 2'*F4' 

   Z  Z[  Z  Z]  Z d&*4';%F4' i,%8µ4-4# 

  [9/*]/Z2&5+*Z;µ)Z-Z;# 9/*M [&(&O- 

  34# 3B# Y&34#ZFZ*,4# 3Z4O \*3)µ+{,}- 

 10 -4# µ;Z3Z*Z"Z# lZ/3Z*B34# µ&3M 2'- 

  *F4' 3Z4O ]/'3B# 'G4OZ Y&34#F*,4# 

  34O Y/vZ#,*F+-4# 34O Y/v#,*F+-4# 

  ?9" 36- N9/*54'#6- /`3R 9&*1 
  w4'5,-/I/9 3B# /`3B# 349/*5F/(#) 
 15 $2 34O l&4!J34' 2/1 a*,µP24' 

  2%8*+- ?*4'*6- !)2/ 4`#6- $91 
  #0*/.&F!+- !@4, ]2/3)*/# #0*/- 

  .&E!4# ?*4'*6- 9)-3&, ?9" µt- 

  3Z6Z-Z $- 3R ?9" -J34' [#]0*/.&E!, 
 20 ?*Z4'*Z[6]- 9)-3& $2 34O ?9" X4**=  

  34@3+- µ)*4'# !,/3&F-4'#/-  

  [%FX]/Z $Z9Z’ ?9;%,:3;- $91 3" 9)*/# 

  [36- /`]3Z6Z- 9)-3& ?*4'*6-  

  [$+-;µ)-;]# .B# !:!&2/ !*/- 

[25] [5µ6- &D# 37- 36- 2/34F2+- #@-3/I,- 

  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
3 /#54%4'µ      4 2/3/%45,#µ      7 l. d&*4',%F4'      14 349/*5,I      15 l. 36-      17 l. #0*/.F!+-      18 l. -.E!4#      

19 l. #0*/.E!,  
 
‘Panther and Hermogenes, appointees of Tiberius Claudius Theon, official in charge of the 
katalochismoi registers of Egypt, to the agoranomi, greetings. Pollia Epicharis, with Gaius(?) Servilius 
Philemon as guardian, has had ceded to her from Tetheus, daughter of Petosiris, son of Artemon, her 
mother Thatres, with her son Petosiris, son of Pausiris, son of Pausiris, as guardian, from the ten arouras 
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belonging to her around Mouchinaxap of the same (sic) toparchy from the allotments of Theodotus and 
Drimacus, being in two plots, each plot (measuring) 5 arouras: from the five arouras in the southern 
plot, out of the northern part of these, one aroura of land bought at twelve drachmas (per aroura) into the 
assignment of the catoeci, stretching west to east as far as the boundary of the same five arouras ...’  
 
1–4 A similar official designation in P.Oxy. 47.2–4. Panther and Hermogenes are not attested in other notices. 
2–3 [,X&*F4' c%Z/Z'Z!F4' l)+-4#. Grenfell and Hunt accidentally omitted l)+-4# in their description (cf. Appendix n. iii). A 

Tiberius Claudius Theon, former gymnasiarch and agoranomus of Alexandria and lessee of the estate of Seneca, is 
attested in SB XVI 12383.1 (55/6),27 P.Oxy. XXXVIII 2873.5 (62), and XLII 3051.1 (89), and may be identical with 
the present official; for other possible identifications and landholding interests in the Oxyrhynchite nome, see P.Oxy. 
3051.1 n. and J. E. G. Whitehorne, B. W. Jones, Register of Oxyrhynchites 30 B.C.–A.D. 96 (ASP 25; Chico 1983) 237 
(no. 4909), to which add P.Oxy. LXVI 4526.10 (69/70?). 

6  Y4%Z%ZFZ/Z# u9,5/*F4'. I owe the reading of the nomen gentilicium Y4%Z%ZFZ/Z# to Prof. Hagedorn (for the name cf. O.Heid. 
337.1 n.). The female name u9F5/*,# is rare, certainly attested in Egypt only in P.Oxy. LVIII 3916.6, 11, 23, 27 (60) 
and P.Col. V 1v6.50 (Ars.; c. 160/61); cf. also SPP XXII 58.5 (Ars.; II/III) with the suggestion in BL II.2 167, and SB I 
5705 (Alex.; undated). (The male name u9,5P*;# is slightly more common, with instances predominantly from the 
Ptolemaic period.) The name in P.Oxy. 3916 designates a slave and likewise has u9,5/*F4' as its genitive form, on 
which see the editor’s note on lines 6–7. Given the rarity of the name and the absence of a patronymic in 6 (to be 
expected from a former slave), it is tempting to infer that 6 and P.Oxy. 3916 refer to the same person: by the date of 6 

she was a freedwoman and had acquired the nomen ‘Pollia’ at her manumission. The assumption would be that 
Epicharis’ master in P.Oxy. 3916, Theon son of Dionysius, became a Roman citizen before her manumission and 
adopted the nomen ‘Pollius’, or that she was sold by him to a Roman citizen by that name who eventually freed her. 

7   Z  Z[  Z  Z]  Z d&*4';%F4' (l. d&*4',%F4') i,%8µ4-4#. In view of the rarity of the nomen ‘Servilius’ in Egypt, this man is 
probably a descendant (or possibly the freedman of a descendant) of Gaius Servilius son of Publius, who is attested in 
SB X 10573.1–2, 6 = P.Wisc. II 51.6 (10 BCE) as the owner of a slave (his nomen is similarly spelled there d&*4';%-). 
The papyrus appears to have been found in the Arsinoite nome,28 but it relates to the Oxyrhynchite (cf. the mention of 
the village Ibion Antilochou in line 17). The very meager traces at the beginning of the line would allow, but do not 
conclusively confirm, pZ/Z[F4]'Z. 

14  w4'5,-/I/9. On this village of the Western toparchy, see the references in Verreth, A Survey of Toponyms 317. 
 3B# /`3B# 349/*5F/(#). The scribe refers to the village’s toparchy as if it was already mentioned before. This can be 

explained by the fact that he modeled this notice on the notice originally sent by the cedent to the 2/3/%45,#µ4F 
officials, which probably specified in the prescript Mouchinaxap of the Western toparchy as her place of origin.  

15–16 $2 34O (l. 36-) l&4!J34' 2/1 a*,µP24' 2%8*+-. These 2%B*4, are attested only here in relation to the Western 
toparchy. 

21  !,/3&F-4'#/-. The singular implies that x*4'*/- µF/- (perhaps with an additional fraction) stood in the lost portion of 
the document. 

22–3 $91 3" 9)*/# [36- /`]3Z6Z- 9)-3& ?*4'*6-. For the phrase cf. 8 10–11 (c. 77–83) [$91 3"] 9Z)Z*/# 36- y%+- XF2+- 

3*,6Z[-, P.Oxy. III 503.9, 10, 13, 18 (118) $91 3" 9)*/# 36- y%+- 3J9+-, XLIX 3482.20 (73 BCE) $91 3" 9)*/# 3B# 

#0*/.E!4#, SB XX 14199.6 (179) $91 3" 9)*/# 3B# y%;# /`%B#. The parallels would lead us to expect [36- y]%Z+Z- here, 
but the first trace after the lacuna is a horizontal at mid-height, more compatible with tau than lambda. 

24–[5] [$+-;µ)-;]# .B# !:!&2/ !*/[5µ6- &D# 37- 36- 2/34F2+- #@-3/I,-. For an identical phrase see PSI IV 320.10–11 
(18); cf. also the description of land as 2/34,2,2B# 2/1 g$h+-;µ)-;# &D# 2/34,2F/- in P.Oxy. II 270.25 (94), LII 3690.7 
(139), and <$>+-;µ)-;# &D# 2/34,2F/- in PSI XIII 1328.50 (201). Twelve drachmas per aroura is the low price at 
which uncultivable land in the Oxyrhynchite nome was sold by the state; see Rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants 
48–9. Rowlandson (46–7) therefore assumes that the above phrase in PSI 320 refers to land bought in this manner and 
granted catoecic status, although she finds it difficult to explain the advantages accrued by the acquisition of such a 
status over other private categories of land. L. Capponi, Augustan Egypt: The Creation of a Roman Province (New 
York 2005) 101, takes the different view that the phrase refers to ‘a category of people called !+!&2P!*/5µ4,, who 
took their name from the fact that they paid poll tax at the reduced rate of 12 drachmas’, and translates it as ‘bought land 
of (or from) those who pay twelve drachmas for the syntaxis of the katoikoi’. PSI 320 ‘thus seems to indicate that the 
land in question belonged to a class of katoikoi, the !+!&2P!*/5µ4,, who paid a 12-drachma poll tax called syntaxis of 
the katoikoi’. The fiscally privileged !+!&2P!*/5µ4, µ;3*494%E3/, are well attested in Oxyrhynchite status 
declarations (census and epikrisis returns, child registrations, etc.; earliest instances: P.Oxy. II 258.8 [86/7?], VII 
1028.14, 22, 27, 32 [86]), but they are not otherwise connected with the possession of catoecic land. The expression &D# 

37- 36- 2/34F2+- #@-3/I,- in PSI 320 brings inevitably to mind the Ptolemaic official called > 9*"# 3R #'-3PI&, 36- 

2/34F2+-, but the precise meaning of #@-3/I,# in his title (‘tax-contribution’? ‘assignment’? ‘body’?) is itself not 
entirely certain; see G. Geraci, ‘L’> 9*"# 3R #'-3PI&,: note sull’ amministrazione militare nell’Egitto tolemaico’, in 

                                                
27 On lines 3–5 see now A. Martin, ‘Le “praescript” de P. Yale Inv. 443’, CE 83 (2008) 219–23. 
28 See R. A. Coles, ‘More papyri from the British Museum’, JEA 53 (1967) 121. 
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Pap.Congr. XVI 267–76, esp. 269–70. Although I lean towards Rowlandson’s interpretation, which I find syntactically 
easier, the matter is admittedly far from settled.  

7. P.Oxy. II 348 descr. 
 
U. Penn. Museum E 2765 8.8 # 8.7 cm Late first century 
   (26 April–25 May) 
 
A notice from officials in charge of the 2/3/%45,#µ4F registers to the agoranomi, informing them that 
the tax on a mortgage of more than fourty arouras of catoecic land had been paid by the two debtors, 
who are brothers of the creditor. For similar notices (but with the creditors as the payers of the tax), cf. 
P.Dub. 6 and P.Oxy. II 345 descr. = 1. 
 The document is complete at the left (with a small margin) and partially at the right, but is broken at 
the top and bottom. Housed in the University Museum, University of Pennsylvania. 
 Image online: <http://sceti.library.upenn.edu/pages/index.cfm?so_id=4112> 
 
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  [   c.7   ] 4ZGZ ?#54%4@Zµ&Z-4,Z  

  [34]A#Z 2Z/3/%45(,#µ4A#) 34E# ?.4*/-Jµ4,#Z 
  5/F*&,-. l)+-4# 2/1 a,4-'#F4' 

  ?µ043)*+- d/*/9F+-4# 34O 

 5 a,4-'#F4' 3&3/.µ)-4' &D# 2/- 

  3/%45,#µ4A# 3)%4# N94(82;# 

  z- $!8%4' N943&(,2)-/, 3K 

  >µ4.-;#F+, /`36g-h ?!&%0Z[6, i/- 

  -FV 3K $-&#363, µ;-1 p[&*µ/-,- 
 10 2&F+, N9/*54'#6- /`3[4E# 

  9&*1 µt- {6X(,- 3B#  Z[     349(/*5F/#) 
  $2 34O H%'µ9,4!:*4' [2%8*4' 

  ?*4'*6- 3&##/*P24-3[/, 9&*1 
  !t d,-/*Z'Z $2 34O j*/2%)[4'#  

 15 34O c/%%,Z#3*P34' 2%8*Z4' ?*4'- 

  *Z6Z-Z [  Z  Z]  Z  Z[(  Z) 3&##P]*Z+- UµF#4'# 

  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
2 2/3/%45

      5 l. 3&3/.µ)-+-      7 l. $!8%4'- N943&(;2)-/, 
 
‘... officials in charge of the katalochismoi registers, to the agoranomi, greetings. Theon and Dionysius, 
both sons of Sarapion, son of Dionysius, have paid to the katalochismoi the mortgage tax upon the 
(lands) which they have declared to have mortgaged to their blood brother Phanias in the current month 
Germanicius, belonging to them around Psobthis of the ... toparchy, fourty arouras from the allotment of 
Olympiodorus, and around Sinary n-four and a half arouras from the allotment of Heracles, son of 
Callistratus, ...’ 
 
9–10 µ;-1 p[&*µ/-,]2&F+,. This honorific month, introduced by Caligula, is equivalent to the Egyptian month Pachon; see 

P.Oxy. LV 3780.9 n. (with further bibliography). 
11  {6X(,- 3B#  Z[. There were four villages called Psobthis in the Oxyrhynchite nome, each in the Upper, Eastern, Middle, 

and Lower toparchies. Mu does not seem compatible with the slight traces before the break of the papyrus, so that the 
Middle (µ)#;#) toparchy can be excluded. The traces would be compatible with alpha or perhaps the first stroke of a 
cursive kappa (cf. 15 c/%%,Z#3*P34'), which leaves the Eastern (?9;%,:34'), Upper (x-+), and Lower (2P3+) 
toparchies as viable options (the first would have been abbreviated). 

12  $2 34O H%'µ9,4!:*4' [2%8*4'. This 2%B*4# is not attested elsewhere. 
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14  d,-/*Z'Z. Grenfell and Hunt reported the village name as d,-/5, but the final traces are compatible with 
the better-attested village d,-/*' of the Lower toparchy (on which see the references in Verreth, A 
Survey of Toponyms 523 s.v.). This is confirmed by the name of the following 2%B*4# (14–15), which 
is very probably attested in connection with Sinary in two documents: P.Oxy. XLVII 3365.33–4 = 
P.Coll. Youtie I 65 (241) 9&*1 d,-/*' $2 34O | [   c.9   ] 34O c/%%,#3*P3Z4' 2%|*4', where probably restore 
[j*/2%)4'#] in the lacuna, and PSI VIII 897.65–6 9&*1 d,-/*' 3[B# 2P3+ 349/*5F/# $2 34O] j*/2%)4'[#] 34O 

c/Z%Z%Z,Z2Z[*P34'#] 2%8*4', 88–9 9&*1 d,-/*' [$2 34O] j*/2%Z)Z4'#Z 34O c/%%,2*P3[4'#] 2[%]8Z*4' (93), where 
c/%%,2*P34'# is either a scribal mistake for c/%%,#3*P34' or an editorial misreading.  

 A village by the name of d,-/5 has been otherwise read only in PSI XII 1231.7 (274), where it is designated a 2:µ; 
and is not assigned to a toparchy; but this reading is probably based on that of P.Oxy. 348 descr. (to which the editors 
refer) and is thus open to suspicion. An image is unfortunately not available for checking the reading. 

16  [  Z  Z]  Z  Z[(  Z). Only two specks (letter tops) at the break of the papyrus. Presumably !)2/ or &}24#,. 
 

II.  Orders to Register Sales and Mortgages 

 
The second category of letters to agoranomi includes orders to ‘register’ (2/3/.*P0&,-/?-/.*P0&,-) 
the sale (IIA) or mortgage (IIB) of house and other immovable property or the sale of slaves (IIC).29 
That the orders to register sales of house property and sales of slaves should be subsumed under the 
same category is guaranteed by the recurrence of the same senders in letters of both types.30 
 These letters follow a standard structure: 
 
1) Epistolary opening: N.N. (sometimes described as agent of N.N.31) 34E# ?.4*/-Jµ4,#/3K ?.4*/-JµL 

5/F*&,-.  
 
2) IIA, IIC: a) 2/3P.*/^4- <-7- N.N. (name of purchaser in the dative)  
 b) description of the property sold 
 c) 4~/z- $9*F/34 9/*M N.N. (vendor) 
 d) price (3,µB# 23%.; see below) 
 IIB: a) ?-P.*/^4- #'..*/07- N94(82;#/!/-&F4' #'..*/07- N.N. (name of creditor/mortgagee in 

the genitive) 
 b) description of the mortgaged property 
 c) 4~/z- N9)(&34 /`3K//`3R N.N. (debtor/mortgager) 
 d) value of the property (z- 3,µ8 23%.) or the amount of the loan 
 
3) S**+�(&/S**+#4 and date of letter (regnal year with imperial titulature, month, and day). Documents 
whose bottom is preserved contain the signature of the sender in his own hand, usually in the form N.N. 
5*;(µP3,#4-).32 
 
Letters regarding mortgages (IIB) show a certain level of formal variation. While some (P.Oxy. 243, 
1105) request the registration of a ‘mortgage contract’ (#'..*/07 N94(82;#), others (P.Oxy. 241, 16) 
order the registration of a ‘loan contract’ (!/-&F4' #'..*/08). This variation, however, is probably 
insignificant. The loan in P.Oxy. 241, the only complete example of the latter type, is on the security of 

                                                
29 IIA: P.Oxy. II 242, 330 descr. = 8, 333 descr. = 13, 334 descr. = 9, 335 descr. = 11, 338 descr. = 15, 340 descr., SB 

XIV 11700, XVI 12391. IIB: P.Oxy. II 241, 243, 329 descr. = 16, VIII 1105. IIC: P.Bingen 62, P.Oxy. II 327 descr. (ed. in 
BL I 321), III 581 descr. = 14, XXXVIII 2856, SB XVI 12220. Object of sale lost: P.Oxy. II 328 descr. = 10, 337 descr. = 12 

(probably IIA). 
30 Caecilius Clemens: P.Oxy. 241 (IIB), 338 descr. = 15 (IIA), 340 descr. (IIA), 581 descr. = 14 (IIC). Theon son of 

Sarapion: P.Oxy. 335 descr. = 11 (IIA), SB 12220 (IIC). Zenon: P.Oxy. 333 descr. = 13 (IIA), P.Bingen 62 (IIC). 
31 The phrase used is N.N. 7 2>(32,+µ@('2 A)D N.N. On the use of verb 2>(82,1µ& for the delegation of authority to a 

representative, see L. Wenger, Die Stellvertretung im Rechte der Papyri (Leipzig 1906) 13–15 (cf. also 80–81), and L. 
Mitteis, Grundzüge 261. 

32 Signature: P.Oxy. 242.30, 243.44, 12 10 (J&'(($2&'2) 5(:"*+(K'(); see below, n. 34), 13 11, 14 16–17. SB 12391.27 
preserves only the beginning of the signatory’s name. 
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a share of a house: effectively a mortgage.33 On the basis of the distinctive main verbs and objects of 
clause a) in the IIA/C and IIB letters respectively, Wolff suggests ‘daß für die Schreiber der Briefe der 
Begriff 2/3/.*P0&,- ... im erster Linie die Verbuchung des Geschäfts in einem Sonderregister zum 
Inhalt hatte, ?-/.*P0&,- hingegen sich auf eine lediglich ins Notariatsregister eingetragene Beurkun-
dung bezog, wie sie bei der eine bloße Anwartschaft begründenden Hypothezierung am Platz war’.34 In 
other words, requests to 2/3/.*P0&,- sales refer to the official registration of the transfer of private 
property known as 2/3/.*/08, which is known since the Ptolemaic period and appears to have 
survived, for some decades at least, the introduction of the X,X%,4(82; $.238#&+- sometime after the 
mid-first century CE.35 Mortgages, however, because they did not involve an actual transfer of 
ownership, were simply entered in the notarial register of contracts kept by the agoranomi, a procedure 
for which the verb ?-/.*P0&,- was used.36 
 The function of the senders of this category of letters, which often have agents representing them, is 
a moot point, for, unlike those of the first group (I), they rarely specify their official title.37 Only in 
P.Oxy. 2856.1–2 (IIC) is the sender qualified rather vaguely as > 2/{3/}(&#3/µ)-4# $9,3;*;38#, ‘the 
appointed supervisor’. The term $9,3;*;38# ought to denote in this period ‘a liturgical official generally 
subordinate to the state officials at the level of the nome, whose responsibility usually lay with the 
collection of irregular taxes and revenues and the lease of government concessions’.38 The prevailing 
view is to identify the senders of the letters with the $9,3;*;3/1 $.2'2%F4', the supervisors of the tax 
on transfer of property.39 According to this view, their authorization would have been necessary before 
the agoranomi could complete the registration (2/3/.*/08 or ?-/.*/08) of a sale or mortgage. Some 
indicators in the documents support this hypothesis. Firstly and obviously, the $.2@2%,4- tax applied to 
sales of immovable property, mortgages, and the sales of slaves, overlapping conveniently with the 
range of letters in this category.40 Secondly, some letters contain subscriptions by public bankers 
confirming the payment of the $.2@2%,4- (P.Oxy. 242.31–4, 243.45–9, 13 12–13). This shows that the 
bankers themselves cannot be the senders of the main document. Finally, the specification that some 
senders have ‘associates’ (µ)3454,; cf. P.Oxy. 327 descr. = BL I 321, 16) is consistent with the 
collegiality of the $9,3;*;3/1 $.2'2%F4'.41 Nevertheless, in lack of a full and explicit designation of 
the senders or their attestation in other contexts, this must remain a hypothesis.42 

                                                
33 16 preserves only the top of the letter, but I suspect that mortgage of property is also involved; cf. already von 

Woess, Untersuchungen 137 n. 3. 
34 Wolff, Das Recht II 201. The only possible exception to the 5(+"*:;3&(/#+,+"*:;3&( distribution in the papyri 

edited below is 12. Its top and the main verb are lost, but the preserved part of the body suggests the conclusion of an order 
to register a sale, whereas the subscription of the sender has the verb 5(:"*+(K'(), which is unparalleled in other signatures 
(see above, n. 32). Of course, the verb in this subscription need not reflect the verb used in the body of the letter. 

35 The nature of the #+,+"*+;0 has been much disputed; for a history of the debate and an attractive elucidation of the 
nature of the act, see Wolff’s discussion in Das Recht 184–221. 

36 On 5(+"*+;0, see Wolff, Das Recht 36–40, esp. 38–9 with n. 24. 
37 A concise summary of the various proposals with references in Straus, L’achat et la vente des esclaves 49–50. 
38 M. Sharp, ‘Shearing sheep: Rome and the collection of taxes in Egypt, 30 BC – AD 200’, in W. Eck (ed.), Lokale 

Autonomie und römische Ordnungsmacht in den kaiserzeitlichen Provinzen vom 1. bis 3. Jahrhundert (München 1999)  213–
41, at 219 (with further bibliography in n. 24); see further pp. 226–7. 

39 For proponents of this view, first proposed by Grenfell and Hunt (P.Oxy. II 241.1 n.), see the bibliography in Straus, 
L’achat et la vente des esclaves 50 n. 158. Oxyrhynchite !)&,1*1,+L !"#>#%8'> are attested in e.g. P.Oxy. I 96.2–3, 26 (180; 
see BL I 315), XII 1523.3–5 (III); for other designations of the collectors of this tax, see A. Martin, J. A. Straus, ‘P.Oxy. I 
185 et la taxe sur la vente des esclaves’, CE 64 (1989) 250–59, at 252. A correlate of this hypothesis is that senders with 
Latin names such as Claudius Antoninus (see 8 introd.) and Caecilius Clemens (see 15 introd.) were probably not Roman 
citizens, since the latter were exempt from liturgies. 

40 On the !"#$#%&'( tax, see S. L. Wallace, Taxation in Egypt from Augustus to Diocletian (Princeton 1938) 227–31. 
41 See N. Lewis, The Compulsory Public Services of Roman Egypt2 (Firenze 1997) 28: ‘Epiteretai appear to have been 

appointed usually in collegia of two, three or four persons’. Cf. BGU III 914.5 (Arsinoite; 113; see BL III 15) µ@,'E'& 
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 A word on prices in this group of letters. In the sales and mortgages of immovable property (IIA, 
B), the price is usually expressed both in silver and in bronze according to a fixed, conventional ratio of 
1 : 450. This ratio is found only in Oxyrhynchite documents dating from 77 to 118.43 As Maresch 
remarks, ‘es handelt sich hier offenbar nur um eine archaisierende Schreibweise, in der eine ptole-
mäische Ratio weitergeführt wird. Wirklich von Bedeutung kann nur die Angabe in Silberdrachmen 
gewesen sein’ (p. 118). For the sales of slaves (IIC), a different convention applies. In the three 
examples in which the price is preserved (P.Oxy. 2856, SB 12220, 14), the price in bronze is always 10 
talents and 3000 drachmas, which is also attested in some other Oxyrhynchite sales and manumissions 
of slaves between 85/6 and 160/61.44 These prices in bronze, however, have equivalents in silver that 
fluctuate between 600 and 1300 drachmas, leading the editors of P.Col. VIII 222 to conclude that ‘the 
bronze amounts must in some sense be fossilized figures, since no currency in 5/%2J# was in use at this 
time for such payments’ (p. 114).45 The price in silver is missing from 14, but that is probably an 
accidental omission (see below, 14 introd.). 
 

8. P.Oxy. II 330 descr.  

 
NNC: Oxy. 330 10.3 # 13.7 cm c. 77–83 
 
A letter from Claudius Antoninus, agent of Sarapion, to the agoranomus, authorizing him to register the 
sale of vacant lots near the Serapeum of Oxyrhynchus at the price of 240 silver drachmas. 
 Claudius Antoninus recurs in a number of letters to agoranomi. In his earliest attestation, P.Oxy. II 
242 (77), his signature at line 30 shows that he issued the letter, but the loss of the top precludes 
ascertaining whether he acted independently, as he does in SB XIV 11700 (date not preserved), or as 
another’s agent. In most other letters he is represented by an agent: in P.Oxy. II 243 (79) by an 
Alexandrian named Chaeremon; in P.Oxy. II 334 descr. = 9 (late 81–c. 83) by Apollonius via Didymus 
(\94%%:-,4# > #('-&#3/µ)-4#) N9" a,![@µ4' 34O] #('-&#3/µ)-4') N9" c%/'!F4' \-3+-&Z[F-4'); in 
SB XVI 12391 (83) by Deius(?). In 8 he is himself the agent of a certain Sarapion. 
 The papyrus is complete at the top and left sides, with generous margins, but is missing the ends of 
lines and is broken at the bottom. An image is available online through APIS or HGV. Housed in the 
Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University. 
  
  c%/@!,4# \-3+-E-4# > #'-&#3/µ)Z[-4# N9" 

  d/*/9F+-4# 36, ?.4*/-Jµ+, 5/F*&,Z[-. 2/3P.*/^4- 

  <-7- \µJf3, \µJf34# 34O a,4.Z[)-4'# µ;3*"# 

  l/8#,4# 3B# _*9/8#,4# 36- ?9’ HI'*@.Z5(+-) [9J%&+# 

 5 34O N9P*54-34# 36, !,/3,(&µ)-+,Z [$91 34O 9*"# 
  HI'*@.5+- 9J%&, d/*/9,&F4' $91 3Z[B, %&.4µ)-;, 

                                                                                                                                                                  
!"#>#%&+#'8, P.Oxy. 96.2–3, 26 (see BL I 315) 7 2M( N%%'&2 !)&,1*1,O2 !(#>#%8'>, 1523.3–4 [  P  P  P  P  P Q]@4('2 #+L ,'62 2M( 
+R,(S) !)&,1*1,(+62) [!(#>#]%P8'>, O.Wilck. 1454.1–2 (Thebes; 179) T'$%&'2 U%.+(D2 #+(L µ@,')E'(&) !)&,(1*1,+L) ,@%'V>W2 
!(#>#(%8'>). 

42 If the Chaeremon attested as the sender of P.Oxy. I 48 (86), a type III letter, is identical to Chaeremon, son of 
Chaeremon, of P.Oxy. 243 (79), a IIB letter, this would lend further weight to the hypothesis, since it has been argued that 
the senders of the III letters are likewise connected with the collection of the !"#$#%&'( (see above, n. 6). Note that the 
signature N.N. E*0(µ+,&2'() occurs in letters of both categories.  

43 See K. Maresch, Bronze und Silber: Papyrologische Beiträge zur Geschichte der Währung im ptolemäischen und 
römischen Ägypten bis zum 2. Jahrhundert n. Chr. (Opladen 1996) 115–19. 

44 A list and discussion of the pertinent documents in P.Col. VIII 222 introd. and Maresch, Bronze und Silber 119. 
45 See also Maresch, Bronze und Silber 119: ‘Die %$,*+ bzw. ,&µ0 von 10 Tal. 3.000 Dr. entsprechen offenbar einem 

alten, von Amts wegen festgesetzten Wert, der wahrscheinlich noch aus potolemäischer Zeit stammt und weiter tradiert wird, 
aber durch Verwendung einer beweglichen “Ratio” umgangen wird’. 
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  [6- �99)+- �4*34(82;Z, UµF#4'Z[# µ)*4'#   Z  Z- 
  3*,26- ^,%6- 3J9Z[+-] XF2+- [3*,6-, 34O3’ S#- 

  3,- XE24# &�# �µ,#' $2 34O ?Z[9" ----  

 10 µZ)Z*4'# !,/3&E-4- %FX/ $9’ ?[9;%,:3;- $91 3" 

  9Z)Z*/# 36- y%+- XF2+- 3*,6Z[-,  ----  3"-   

  !,/3,()µ&-4- XE24-Z [�-/] �µ,#'Z [  ----  , 
   2Z/Z1Z 36- #'-2'*J-3[+- 9P-3+-, 4~ $9*F/34 9/*M          

  -9Z,4# 34O \µµ+-F4' 3[4O  N.N.  µ;3*"# [/- 

 15 P9,4# 3B# a,4-'[#F4' 36- ?9" 3B# /`3B# 9J%&+#                

  3,µB# ?*.('*F4') (!*/5µ6-) #µ[ 5(/%24O) (3/%P-3+-) ,;. S**+(#4). 

  [(S34'#) n C] Z̀[34]2Z[*P34*]4# c/F[#/*4# 

  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
4 4I'*'.5      10 l. !,/3&F-+-      13 l. #'.2'*J-3+-      16 /*.qX 
   
‘Claudius Antoninus, agent of Sarapion, to the agoranomus, greetings. Register a sale to Amois, son of 
Amois, son of Diogenes, his mother Thaesis, daughter of Harpaesis, from the city of Oxyrhynchi, of the 
half share of vacant lots belonging to the man disposing of it near the Serapeum at the city of 
Oxyrhynchi in the so-called Cavalrymen’s Barn, (measuring) three bikoi, that is, one and a half bikos 
from the -t(h)ern part stretching from west to east as far as the boundary of the whole three bikoi, so that 
the man disposing of it may have the other one and a half bikos, and all its appurtenances, which he 
bought from –pis, son of Ammonius, son of N.N., his mother Taapis, daughter of Dionysius, from the 
same city, for the price of 240(+?) drachmas of silver (or) 18 talents (+ n drachmas?) of bronze. 
Farewell.’  
 ‘Year n of Imperator Caesar ...’  
 
5–7 [$91 34O 9*"#] HI'*@.5+- 9J%&, d/*/9,&F4' $91 3Z[B, %&.4µ)-;,] [6- �99)+- �4*34(82;Z,. The Serapeum is the best 

attested temple in Oxyrhynchus and was a focal reference point of the city; see J. Whitehorne, ‘The pagan cults of 
Roman Oxyrhynchus’, ANRW 2.18.5 (1995) 3078–9, and A. Calderini, S. Daris, Dizionario dei nomi geografici e 
topografici dell’Egitto greco-romano. Supplemento 3o (Pisa 2003) 114. The quarter referred to here as [6- �99)+- 

�4*34(82; was more commonly known as �99)+- Y/*&µX4%B#, on which see Calderini-Daris, op. cit. 100; cf. also 
P.Lips. I 30.7 (III) $9’ ?µ0J!4' [Y/*&]µX4%B# $9[1] 3R %&.4µ[)]-T 54*3[4](82T [. The quarter’s proximity to the 
temple of Sarapis is confirmed by other documents. 

7–8  [  Z  Z]|3*,26-. [9/]|3*,26- or [µ;]|3*,26-. 
8  XF2+-. The dimensions of this square measure are still unknown; see P.Oxy. LXVII 4586.10 n. On ^,%41 3J94, see the 

bibliography cited in the introduction of the same papyrus. 
9–10 ?Z[9" ---- ] µZ)Z*4'#. In the lacuna a cardinal point. 
10–11 [$91 3"] 9Z)Z*/# 36- y%+- XF2+- 3*,6Z[-. See 6 22–3 n.  
11–12 [ ---- 3"-] !,/3,()µ&-4- XE24-Z [�-/] �µ,#'Z [ ----. This is not part of a formulaic phrase. I suggest restoring e.g. �#3& 

S5&,- 3"-] !,/3,()µ&-4- XE24-Z [�-/] �µ,#'Z [�3&*4- (translated above). The restoration $2 34O ?9" (cardinal point) 
µ)*4'# is too long for the end of line 12. 

16  3,µB# ?*.('*F4') (!*/5µ6-) #µ[ 5(/%24O) (3/%P-3+-) ,;. The conversion to the price in bronze will have followed the 
conventional ratio of 1 : 450 found in other Oxyrhynchite sale and mortgage documents of the period (see above, 
general introd.). Assuming no numeral follows #µ[, the price in bronze will have been exactly 18 talents (i.e. [240 # 
450] ÷ 6000). 

9. P.Oxy. II 334 descr. 
 
John Hopkins University 7.5 # 14.8 cm Late 81–c. 83 
Papyri Collection MS. 383 
 
A letter from Apollonius to the agoranomus, authorizing him to register the sale of a house in the 
quarter Decates at the price of [600 drachmas of silver] or 45 talents of bronze. Apollonius, who does 
not recur in other letters, is described as the agent of Didymus, who is in turn said to be the agent of 
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Claudius Antoninus (on the latter see above, 8 introd.). This representation at two removes is unique 
among letters to agoranomi. 
 The document is complete at the top and left sides, 
but is missing some letters from the right side. It is 
broken at the bottom just below the last line of the 
dating clause. This may have been the final line of the 
document, unless a signature of the sender followed 
(cf. above, general introd. with n. 32). Housed in the 
Milton S. Eisenhower Library, Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity. 
 
  \94%%:-,4# > #('-&#3/µ)-4#) N9" a,![@µ4' 

34O 

  #('-&#3/µ)-4') N9" c%/'!F4' \-3+-&Z[F-4' 

  3K ?.4(*/-JµL) 5(/F*&,-). 2/3P.*/(^4-) 

<-7-  Z[ 
  /9&, l4:-,4# 34O [&63[4#  
 5 36- ?9’ HI'*@.5(+-) 9J%(&+#) (UµF#4'#) 

µ[)*4'# 

  24,-(+-,2B#) 4D2(F/#) !,#3).4' $- � [$#3,- 

(...[?]) 

    Z  Z  Z,Z# 3B# 4�#;# $91 3[4O 

  9*"# HI('*@.5+-) 9J%(&,) d/*/9(,&F4') $9’ 

?[µ0J!4' 

  a&2P3;#, 4~ $9*F/34 9Z[/*M  

 10  Z *Z4Z'Z 3Z4ZOZ �*4' 34O �*4Z[' 36-   

  ?9"Z 3ZB# /`3ZB# 9J%&Z[+# 

  3,ZµBZ# ?*[.'*F4' (!*/5µ6-) 5 5/%24O 

  (3P%/-3/) µ&. vac. SZ[**+#4. (S34'#) n 

  A`342*P34*4Z#Z cZ/Z[F#/*4# 

 15 a4Zµ,3,/-Z[4O d&X/#34O 

  p&*µ/-,Z[24O  month  day 

  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
1, 2 #q      3 /H5qY, 2/3/.*I      5 4I'*'.594%

 I      6 24,-I4,2, ! of !,#3&.4' corr. from 3      8 4Iq94%#/*/)      13 # 

 
‘Apollonius, agent of Didymus, agent of Claudius Antoninus, to the agoranomus, greetings. Register a 
sale to Petosor(?)-apis, son of Thoonis, son of Teos, from the city of Oxyrhynchi, of the half share of a 
jointly-owned two-storey house, in which there is a ..., being near the Serapeum at the city of 
Oxyrhynchi in the quarter Decates, which he bought from Horus(?), son of Horus, son of Horus, from 
the same city, for the price of 600 drachmas of silver (or) 45 talents of bronze. Farewell.’ 
 ‘Year n of Imperator Caesar Domitianus Augustus Germanicus, month, day.’    
 
1  N9" a,![@µ4'. A Didymus appears along with Numenius as sender of a letter to the agoranomus to grant the 

manumission of a slave (SB I 5616.1; date not preserved). There, however, Didymus and Numenius are agents of Iulius 
Musaeus. 

3–4    Z[   ] | /9&,. E.g. YZ[&34#4*]|P9&,. 
4  There is no space for µ;3(*"#) N.N. at the end of the line. 
6–7 ]  Z  Z  Z,Z#. The surface is quite abraded. The first letter appears to be phi, but I have not succeeded in finding a suitable 

restoration.  
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7–9 $91 3[4O] 9*"# HI('*@.5+-) 9J%(&,) d/*/9(,&F4') $9’ ?[µ0J!4'] a&2P3;#. On the quarter called a&2P3;#, see 
Calderini-Daris, Dizionario ... Supplemento 3o 99. The information that it was in the vicinity of the Serapeum (on which 
see above, 8 5–7 n.) is new. P.Oxy. Hels. 44.9 (324), however, had indicated that this quarter comprised a temple of 
Isis, which is known to have been near the Serapeum (see Whitehorne, ANRW 2.18.5 (1995) 3073). 

10   Z *Z4Z'Z. If not preceded by other letters at the end of the previous line, the traces are compatible with �Z*Z4Z'Z. The 
repetition of the same name over three generations is not exceptional; cf. D. Hobson, ‘Naming practices in Roman 
Egypt’, BASP 26 (1989) 157–74, at 167–8. 

12  ?*[.'*F4' (!*/5µ6-) 5. For the restoration on the basis of the 1 : 450 ratio between silver and bronze, see above, 
general introd., and cf. already Grenfell and Hunt’s description. 

 

10. P.Oxy. II 328 descr. 
 
Houghton MS Gr SM2221 7.6 # 5.6 cm c. 85/6 
 
The top five lines of a letter to the agoranomus from Theon, son of Sarapion, authorizing the 
registration of a sale. The object of the sale is irrecoverable. The same sender appears in SB XVI 
12220.1 (85/6), an order to the agoranomus to register the sale of a slave, and in P.Oxy. II 335 descr. = 
11 (date not preserved). 
 Top, left, and right margins are preserved. The bottom is irregularly broken. Housed in the 
Houghton Library, Harvard University. Image online: <http://pds.lib.harvard.edu/pds/view/11897518>. 
 
  l)+- d/*/9(F+-4#) 36, ?.4(*/-Jµ+,) 
  5/F*&,-. 2/3P.*/^4(-) 

  <-7(-) j*/2%8+, �*4' 

  [34O] jZ*/2%(84') [36-] ?9’ HI('*@.5+-) 9J%(&+#)  

 5 [          c.11              ]  Z,Z3[ 

  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
1 #/*/), /H      2 2/3/.*/^4      3 +-;      4 ;*/2%, 4Iq94%    
 
‘Theon, son of Sarapion, to the agoranomus, greetings. Register a sale to Heracles, son of Horus, son of 
Heracles, from the city of Oxyrhynchi ...’ 
 

11. P.Oxy. II 335 descr. = C.Pap.Jud. II 423 
 
Cambr. Add. Ms. 4060 7 # 9.3 cm c. 85/6 
 
The top twelve lines of a letter from Theon, son of Sarapion, to the agoranomus, authorizing him to 
register the sale of the sixth part of a house in the Jewish quarter of Oxyrhynchus. The buyer is a Jew; 
both his and the seller’s names were incorrectly read in Grenfell and Hunt’s description (see below, 3, 
9–10 nn.).46 On the sender Theon and the approximate date assigned to this papyrus, see above, 10 

introd. 
 Upper and left margins are preserved. The writing runs to the edge of the right side, while the 
bottom is irregularly broken. Housed in the Cambridge University Library. The image is reproduced by 
kind permission of the Syndics of Cambridge University Library. 
 
  lZ)Z+Z-Z d/*/9F[+-4# 36,] ?Z.Z4Z*/- 

  -Jµ+, 5(/F*&,-). 2/3P.Z[*]/Z^4- <-7- 

  m,2/FV dFµZ[+]-4Z[#]   Z4'X,4' 

                                                
46 On Jews in Oxyrhynchus, see A. Kasher, ‘The Jewish community of Oxyrhynchus in the Roman period’, Journal of 

Jewish Studies 32 (1981) 151–7, to which add P.Oxy. LV 3805.56 (after 566) and 3807.10 (26–8?). 
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  36- ?9’ HI('*@.5+-) 9J%(&+#) s4'!Z/F+- 

 5 �234' µ)*4('#) 4D2F/# 2/1 36- 

  3/@3;# 5*;(#3;*F+-) 9P-3+- XF2(4') 

  ]-"# /q $91 3" 9%&Eg4- � S%/334-h �-3+- 

  $- HI('*@.5+-) 9J%(&,) $9’ ?µ0J!(4') sZ4'!/fZ2Z(B#) 

  4~ $9*F/34 9/*M 34O 3Z4ZO /[ c.1–3 

 10   Z/Z'%4' ?!&%04O d4  Z[ 
  [      c.10      ]  Z  Z'  Z  Z[ 
  [      c.9      ]  Z  Z  Z/  Z[  Z]  Z  Z  Z[ 
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 

2 5qY      3 See below      4 4Iq94%      5 µ&*4q      6 5*;, X,2      

8 4Iq94%, /µ04!,4'!/fZ2Z      10 first ' corr. from %(?) 

 
‘Theon, son of Sarapion, to the agoranomus, greetings. 
Register a sale to Nicaea, son of Simon, son of Bius(?), 
of the Jews from the city of Oxyrhynchi, of the sixth 
share of a house and all its belongings, one bikos (in ex-
tent) more or less, being in Oxyrhynchus in the Jewish 
quarter, which he bought from the ... brother So– ...’ 
 
3  m,2/F/W dFµZ[+]-4Z[#]  Z4'X,4'. Grenfell and Hunt read m,2/FV d,%[X/]-K {4'XF4'. It appears that the letters /,/#, 

were written over or corrected from a first attempt by the scribe, but it is not wholly clear what he wrote first (an upsilon 
is discernable below the first iota). What Grenfell and Hunt read as lambda in d,%[X/]-K can also be interpreted as the 
left-hand half of mu; dFµ+- is a well attested Hebrew name in Egypt (cf. e.g. C.Pap.Jud. III Appendix II p. 192). The 
name {4@X,4# occurs nowhere else and the psi is uncertain: no upper projection of the upright is visible, so that the 
traces are also compatible with tau (the upright appears to be unusually long for a tau, but the lower traces may be 
illusory). In that case, one may read [Z4'XF4' (for the name [4'XF/# cf. e.g. C.Pap.Jud. III Appendix II p. 194), but it 
would be unusual for the definite article to be omitted before the papponymic in an Oxyrhynchite text. Alternative 
readings are 3Z4O �F4' (for the name �F4# in a Jewish context cf. P.Count 26.123 [Ars.; 254–231 BCE]) or perhaps 3Z4O 

g[4'hXF4' (for another haplography see 7 n.).  
7  $91 3" 9%&Eg4- � S%/334-h. The haplography must have been caused by the following �-3+-. On this qualifying clause, 

see H. H. July, Die Klauseln hinter den Massangaben der Papyrusurkunden (Diss. Köln 1966) 93–100. 
8  $9’ ?µ0J!(4') sZ4'!/fZ2Z(B#). Grenfell and Hunt read $9’ ?µ0J!4' s4'!/(,)2(4O). The name of this administrative 

quarter ought to be resolved in the feminine, since it was originally the name of a %/@*/ that subsequently designated 
an xµ04!4-; see H. Rink, Straßen- und Viertelnamen von Oxyrhynchus (Diss. Giessen 1924) 16–17, 25. The only other 
instance of this quarter is P.Oxy. I 100.9 = C.Pap.Jud. III 454 (133), which mentions vacant lots (^,%41 3J94,) $9’ 

?µ0J!4' c*;3,24O 2/1 s4'!/f2B#. J. Krüger, Oxyrhynchos in der Kaiserzeit (Frankfurt am Main 1990) 84, speculates 
that the synagogue supposedly mentioned in P.Oxy. IX 1205.7, [9] = C.Pap.Jud. III 473 (291) was situated in this 
quarter; #'-/.+.8 there, however, refers to the Jewish community rather than to a physical place of worship (cf. 
C.Pap.Jud. 473.7 n. and Kasher, loc. cit. 153–4; for a physical #'-/.+.8 in late antique Oxyrhynchus see now P.Oxy. 
3805.56 with n.). 

 sZ4'!/fZ2Z(B#) (,4'!/fZ
2Z
 pap.). The second iota is not preserved, but a diaeresis, marked by a short horizontal stroke 

stooping to the right, is visible above the lacuna. The diaeresis is relatively rare in documentary papyri of the first and 
early second centuries; for some examples see E. G. Turner, P. J. Parsons (ed.), Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient 
World2 (London 1987) 10 n. 46. 

9–10 34O 3Z4ZO /[ c.1–3 ]  Z/Z'%4'. A difficult locus. Grenfell and Hunt reported the seller’s name as Y/O%4#, which they 
presumably read at the beginning of line 10; but the first letter there cannot be pi: it could be gamma, sigma, or perhaps 
epsilon with a now completely abraded crossbar (cf. the epsilon of $9*F/34 in the previous line). The first upsilon of 
/Z'%4' has been written over another letter, apparently a prematurely written lambda. At any rate, the name of the seller 
would be expected after ?!&%04O, not before.  
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12. P.Oxy. II 337 descr. 

  8.2 # 9.3 cm 19 April 89 
 
The lower part of a letter authorizing the registration of a sale. The object of the sale is not preserved, 
but the price (300 silver drachmas) is compatible with the sale of part of a house; cf. the price of 600 dr. 
for a half share of a house in P.Oxy. II 334 descr. = 9 and 400 dr. for a two-third share of a house in SB 
XVI 12391. The 1 : 450 ratio between the silver and bronze price excludes the sale of a slave (see 
above, general introd.). 
 The signature at the bottom of the document reveals that the sender of the letter is a certain 
Dionysius. He is perhaps identical to Dionysius of P.Bingen 62.1 = P.Oxy. II 332 descr. (date not 
preserved), who orders the agoranomus to register the sale of a slave. He is described there as the agent 
of Zenon, who is in turn attested as the sender of P.Oxy. II 333 descr. = 13 (24 Aug. 89). Cf. also 
P.Oxy. II 329 descr. = 16 2. 
 Left and ample lower margins are preserved, with the writing running to the edge of the right 
margin. Housed in the Edinburgh University Library. 
 
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  [     c.6     ]  Z  Z[        c.8      ]  Z[ 
  [  Z  Z]  Z  Z[  Z  Z]  Z9J%&+# µ&3ZMZ 2Z'- 

  *F4' 34O 9/3*"# cP#3Z4*4# 

  34O j*/2%&F!4' ?9" 3B# /(`3B#) 

 5 9J%(&+#) 3,µB# ?*.('*F4') (!*/5µ6-) 

3 5/%24O 

  (3/%P-3+-) 2X pZ. vac. S**+(#4). 

  (S34'#) ; C`342*P34*4# c/F#/*4# 

  a4µ,3,/-4O d&X/#34O 

  p&*µ/-,24O, i/*µ4'(, 2!q. 
 10 (m.2) a,4-(@#,4#) ?-P.*/(^4-). 

 
4 /q      5 94%, /*.qX      6 #, &**+      7 I      10 !,4-q/-/.*I 
 
‘... city with (her) father Castor, son of Heracleides, from the 
same city, as her guardian, for the price of 300 drachmas of 
silver (or) 22 talents and 3000 (drachmas) of bronze. Farewell.’ 
 ‘Year 8 of Imperator Caesar Domitianus Augustus Germanicus, Pharmouthi 24.’ 
 (Second hand) ‘Dionysius: register (it).’ 
 
10  a,4-(@#,4#) ?-P.*/(^4-). The usual verb in these signatures is 5*;(µP3,#4-); see above, general introd. n. 32 and n. 

34. ?-P.*/(^4-) occurs only here. If it picks up the verb used at the beginning of the body of the letter (which need not 
have been the case), it would contravene the otherwise strict distinction between the use of ?-/.*P0&,- for mortgages 
and 2/3/.*P0&,- for sales. 

 

13. P.Oxy. II 333 descr. 
 
AM1098 10.2 # 21.3 cm 24 August 89 
 
A letter from Zenon to the agoranomus, authorizing him to register the sale of a house in Oxyrhynchus. 
The letter is followed by a docket in a different hand attesting the payment of the sales tax ($.2@2%,4-); 
on its significance, see above, general introd. 
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 The letter is complete on all sides, but the papyrus is very badly abraded in parts, particularly in 
lines 4–6. Some readings were already proposed by Ann E. Hanson in P.Bingen p. 265 n. 1 as a 
complement to Grenfell and Hunt’s description. Image online through APIS or HGV. Housed in the 
Department of Rare Books and Special Collections, Princeton University Library. 
 
  n8-+- 3K ?.4*/-Jµ+, 5/F*&,-. 2/3P- 

  .*/^4- <-7Z- \(;-/o![4]#Z 3ZB#Z 2Z/Z1Z [Z&Z2Z:#,4# 3B# 
   Z  Z  Z  Z  Z  Z  Z4Z#Z 34O �/,*8µ4-4# 36- ?9’ HI('*@.5+-) 9JZ(%&+#) 

  3B# N9Z/*Z5(4@#;#) 36W !,/3,((&µ)-L) $- [3]RZ [/(`3R)] 9ZJZ%Z[&, $9’] ?ZµZ0J!4'  

 5 Y%Z/Z3Z&ZFZ/Z#Z   Z  Z  Z  Z  Z  Z12Z 4Z[D]2ZF/#Z  Z  Z  Z  Z  Z  Z �Z#Z $Z9Z*ZFZ/Z(34) 

  9[/]*ZMZ �*+-4Z#Z 3Z4ZOZ j%,4![:*4'] 3Z4ZOZ j*/Z2Z%&F4Z' 

  36- ?9" 3B# /(`3B#) 9J%&+#, 3,(µB#) ?*.('*F4') (!*/5µ6-) ^ 5/%(24O) 

  (3/%P-3+-) -X pZ. S**+Z(#4). (S34'#) ; C`342*P[34]*4# c/F#/*4# 

  a4µ,3,/-4O d&X/#3Z4O p&*µ/-,24O µ;(-"#) c/,#/*&F4Z' 

 10 $9/.4µ)(-+-) /q.     vac. 

  (m.2) n8-+- 5*;(µP3,#4-). 

  (m.3) !,/.*/(07) 3R /q 36- $9/.Z4µ()-+-) $-2'2%F4(') 5/%2(4O) 

  9Z*Z"Z#Z ?Z*Z.Z(@*,4-) (3P%/-3/) &Z CZZ0.    
 
3 4Ik      4 '9/*5, !,/3,(      5 &9*,I      7 /q, 3,/*.X^5/%      8 #, &**+

 I      9 µ;      10 &9/.4µ
&      11 5*;_      

12 !,/.*I, &9/.4µ&-2'2%,45/%2 , l. $.2'2%F4'      13 /*.
# 

 
‘Zenon to the agoranomus, greetings. Register a sale to Athenais alias Tecosis, daughter of N.N., son of 
Chaeremon, from the city of Oxyrhynchi, of the ... house belonging to the one disposing of it in the 
same city at the Plateia(?) quarter, which she bought from Heron, son of Heliodorus, son of Heracleius, 
from the same city, for the price of 700 silver drachmas (or) 52 talents 3000 (drachmas) of bronze. 
Farewell.’ 
 ‘Year 8 of Imperator Caesar Domitianus Augustus Germanicus, month of Caesarius, intercalary 
day 1.’ 
 (Second hand) ‘Zenon: register (it).’ 
 (Third hand) ‘Bank draft on intercalary day 1 for the sales tax: 5 talents 1500 (drachmas) of bronze 
for silver.’ 
 
4–5 $9’] ?ZµZ0J!4' Y%Z/Z3Z&ZFZ/Z#Z. Clearly a very doubtful reading (first suggested in P.Bingen p. 265 n. 1), but consistent with 

the traces. On this administrative quarter of Oxyrhynchus, see Calderini-Daris, Dizionario .. Supplemento 3o 101–102. 
5   Z  Z  Z  Z  Z  Z;#Z 4Z[D]2ZF/#Z  Z  Z  Z  Z  Z  Z. Preceding 4Z[D]2ZF/#Z perhaps 9Z/Z3Z*Z,Z2ZB#Z, following it another adjective such as !Z,Z#Z3Z)Z.Z4Z'Z (if 

written compactly), but the surface is too abraded for confirmation. 
9  µ;(-"#) c/,#/*&F4Z'. This honorific month is the equivalent of Mesore; see K. Scott, ‘Greek and Roman honorific 

months’, YCS 2 (1931) 253–4, and cf. P.Oxy. LV 3780.10 n. 
12–13 5/%2(4O) 9Z*Z"Z#Z ?Z*Z.Z(@*,4-). On the meaning of this phrase, see Maresch, Bronze und Silber 89–95. 
 

14. P.Oxy. III 581 descr. 
 
  6.3 # 14.7 cm 29 August 99 
 
The end of a letter from [Caecilius] Clemens (see below, 15 introd.) to the agoranomus, authorizing the 
registration of a sale at the price of 10 talents 3000 drachmas of bronze. That this price suggests the sale 
of a slave (who must have been female; cf. �# in line 6) was already implied by J. David Thomas, 
P.Oxy. XXXVIII 2856.15–18 n.; on its conventional and fossilized character, see above, general introd. 
It is odd that 14 gives no equivalent in silver drachmas, that is, the real market value of the sale (perhaps 
an inadvertent scribal omission).  
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 The document is complete at the left, lower, and 
right sides, but is irregularly broken at the top. Housed 
in the University of Dundee Library. 
 
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

  [      ]  Z  Z 
  [  ]&,- 

  [  ] 

  [  ]  Z  Z  Z[  Z  Z]#Z 
 5 [  Z  Z  Z  Z]  Z  Z[  Z  Z]  Z[  Z]  Z&Z+#Z rZ#Z ($36-)  Z(  Z) 
  �# $9*F/34 9/*M 34O 

  ]/Z('3- ) [>]µZ4.-;#ZFZ4' ?!&%(04O) 

  a;ZµZ=3(4#) 36- ?9" 3B# /(`3B#) 
  9J%&(+#) !(,M) 34O $- HI('*@.5+-) 9J%(&,) 
 10 ?.4*/-4µ&F4' 36, c/,#/*&Z(FL) 

  [µ];Z-1 34O $-&(#3634#) S34'# 

  5/(%24O) (3/%P-3+-) , pZ. vac. S**+(#4). 

(S34'#) X 

  C`342*P34*4# c/F#/*4# 

  m)*4'/ [*/,/-4O d&X/(#34O) 

 15 p&*µ/-,24O µ;(-"#) c/,#/*&Z(F4')    

  $9/[.4µ()-+-)] �q. (m.2) c%8µ;# 

  5*;ZµP(3,#4-). 

 
5 I       7 &/Zq, /!&%       8 !;µ/3, /q       9 94%&-!, 4Iq94%      

10 2/,#/*&Z      11 &-&      12 5/
#, &**+I      14 #&X/-      

15 µ;2/,#/*&P      17 5*;µI 

 

‘... aged 8(?), whom he/she bought from his/her blood brother Demas, from the same city, through the 
notarial office (agoranomeion) in the city of Oxyrhynchi, in the month of Caesarius of the present year, 
for 10 talents 3000 (drachmas) of bronze. Farewell.’ 
 ‘Year 2 of Imperator Caesar Nerva Traianus Augustus Germanicus, month of Caesarius, intercalary 
day 6.’ 
 (Second hand) ‘Clemens: register (it).’ 
 
5  rZ#Z ($36-)  Z(  Z). The traces are complete, but the writing is rather cramped. If not two letters, the numeral at the end of 

the line is perhaps ;. The age of the slave is given at this point in P.Bingen 62.9, P.Oxy. 327 descr. = BL I 321 (l. 7), 
2856.10.  

7  ]/Z('3- ). ]/Z('34O) or ]/Z('3B#). 
10–11 36, c/,#/*&Z(FL) [µ];Z-F. See above, 13 9 n. 
 

15. P.Oxy. II 338 descr. 
 
MS Gen 1026/7 6.5 # 13.5 cm 99/100 
 
A nearly complete letter from Caecilius Clemens to the agoranomus, ordering him to register a sale of 
the two-third share of a courtyard at the price of 60 drachmas of silver or 4 talents 3000 drachmas of 
bronze. Only the rest of the date and possibly the sender’s signature are missing at the bottom. Caecilius 
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Clemens recurs in P.Oxy. II 241 (date not preserved), 340 descr. (98/99), and III 581 descr. = 14 (29 
August 99). ‘Year 3’ in the incomplete dating clause of our document must be therefore that of Trajan.  
 Upper and left margins are preserved, with the writing running to the edge of the right-hand side. 
Housed in the University of Glasgow Library (Special Collections).  
 Image online: <http://special.lib.gla.ac.uk/teach/papyrus/oxyrhynchus338.html> 
 
  c/,2F%%,4# cZ%8µ;# 

  3K ?.4*/-JµL 5(/F*&,-). 

  2/3P.*/^4- <-7- 

  \#2%;9,P!T l4µ48*4(') 

 5 34O e9,4# µ;3(*"#) [//µJf3(4#)  

  3B# j*/2(%&F!4') 36- ?9’ HI('*@.5+-) 9J%(&+#) 

  !,µ@*4' µ)*4('#) /`%(B#) ?9" 4D2(F/#)  

  2/1 /D((*F4') 2/1 /`%(B#) 

  $9’ ?µ0J!(4') w'*4X/%P-4(') 

 10 4~ $9*F/34 9/*M  

  Y34%&µ/F4' 2/1 p%/'2Z(F4') 

  ?µ043()*+-) p%/'2F4' 

  34O \9F+-4(#) µ;3(*"#) 
  lZ&*µ4@((,4#) 3B# Y34%%ZFZ4Z[' 

 15 36- ?9" 3B# /(`3B#) 9J%(&+#) 

  3,µB# (3/%P-3+-) I 5/(%24O) (3/%P-3+-) ! pZ. 
  S**+(#4). (S34'#) . C`342*P[34*4# 

  [                              ]  Z  Z[ 
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 
1 l. c/,2�%,4#      2 5qY      4 (4µ4;*4      5 µ;3, 3//µ4,3      6 ;*/2, 4Iq94%      7 l. !,µ4F*4', µ&*4/'%, 4,2      8 /,(, 

/'%      9 /µ04!
µ'*4X/%/-4      11 2/, corr. (from /µ, i.e. ?µ043)*+-?), .%/'2Z      12 /µ043      13 /9,+-4

µ;3      

14 (&*µ4'(      15 /q94%      16 #I5I# (see n. below)      17 &**+
 I  

 
‘Caecilius Clemens to the agoranomus, greetings. Register a sale to Asclepiades, son of Thomoerus, son 
of Apis, mother Taamois, daughter of Heracleides, from the city of Oxyrhynchi, of the two-third share 
of a courtyard from a house, atrium, and courtyard in the quarter Myrobalanou, which he bought from 
Ptolemaeus and Glaucias, both sons of Glaucias, son of Apion, mother Thermouthis, daughter of Ptollis, 
from the same city, for the price of 60 talents [read: drachmas of silver] or 4 talents 3000 (drachmas) of 
bronze. Farewell.’ 
 ‘Year 3 of Imperator ...’ 
 
4  l4µ48*4('). In its present form this name has not occurred elsewhere, but cf. l4µJ;*,#, -8*,4# (repeated over three 

generations) in P.Oxy. LXVI 4533.15 (I/II). (I have also thought of reading l4:-,4(#), but the traces, though very 
cursive, do not accord well with this reading.) 

7  !,µ@*4' (l. !,µ4F*4') µ)*4('#). Not ‘the half share’ as in Grenfell and Hunt’s description. 
9  $9’ ?µ0J!(4') w'*4X/%P-4('). On this quarter of Oxyrhynchus, see Calderini-Daris, Dizionario ... Supplemento 3o 

101 and Supplemento 4o (Pisa 2007) 89. 
16  (!"#$%!&%) '. A scribal mistake for ?*.('*F4') (!*/5µ6-) I. 
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16. P.Oxy. II 329 descr. 
 
P.CtYBR inv. 41 5.6 # 6.5 cm Late first century 
 
The top seven lines of a letter from Theon, agent of Dionysius ‘and associates’, to the agoranomus, 
authorizing the registration of a loan contract. 
 Upper, left, and right margins are preserved. The break at the bottom is in the shape of a down-
facing triangle. A fracture through the middle suggests the presence of a collesis. Housed in the 
Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University. 
 Image online: <http://beinecke.library.yale.edu/papyrus/oneSET.asp?pid=41> 
 
  l)+- > #'-&#3/- 

  µ)-4# N9" a,4-('#F4') 2/1 3(6-) 

  µ&3J5(+-) 3K ?.4(*/-JµL) 5(/F*&,-). 

  ?-P.*/(^4-) !/-&F4' 

 5 #'-.*/(07-) k*µ,J-;# 

  3B# Y/-&5:34' 

  [34]OZ u9,µP[54' 

  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 

2 !,4-q2/,3      3 µ&345, /H 5qY      4 /-/.*I      5 #'-.*I, l. #'..*/(08-) 

 
 ‘Theon, agent of Dionysius and associates, to the agoranomus, greetings. Register a contract of loan 
from Hermione, daughter of Panechotes, son of Epimachus ...’ 
 
1–3 l)+- > #'-&#3/µ)-4# N9" a,4-('#F4') 2/1 3(6-) µ&3J5(+-). A Theon son of Sarapion is the sender of P.Oxy. II 328 

descr. = 10, 335 descr. = 11, and SB XVI 12220 (85/6), but it is uncertain whether he is to be identified with the present 
sender. On senders named Dionysius, see above, 12 introd. The specification 2/1 3(6-) µ&3J5(+-) occurs among the 
senders of letters to agoranomi only in P.Oxy. 327 descr. (ed. in BL I 321); cf. above, general introd.  



 

Appendix: List of Letters to Agoranomi 
 

 

Document Date (CE) Sender Description of Sender Summary of Contents Category 

 

P.Oxy. II 242 (cf. BL 

I 319)  

8 Dec. 77 Claudius Antoninus Not preserved Order to register the sale of walled plots (!"#$% &' µ()*+, #-).!-!-./.,-

µ(%$%) near the Serapeum at the price of 692 dr. of silver or 51 tal. 5400 

dr. of bronze, to which is appended a receipt for the tax on sales (&0'1'-

2.*%) sent to the agoranomi by the banker Alexander and his associates. 

IIA 

P.Oxy. II 330 descr. 

= 8 

c. 77–83 Claudius Antoninus Agent of Sarapion Order to register the sale of vacant lots near the Serapeum at the price of 

240 dr. of silver. 

IIA 

SB XIV 11700 = 

P.Oxy. I 170 descr. 

c. 77–83 Claudius Antoninus None Order to register a sale (object lost; probably house property). IIA 

P.Oxy. II 243 = 

M.Chr. 182 (cf. BL 

VII 128 and VIII 

234) 

25 Feb.–24 

March 79  

Chaeremon, son of 

Chaeremon, of the 

Maronian deme 

(Alexandria) 

Agent of Claudius 

Antoninus 

Order to register a mortgage contract of a house and some vacant lots in 

the Hermaeus quarter near the Serapeum for a loan of 1300 dr. of silver 

or 97 tal. 3000 dr. of bronze at 12% p.a. interest, to which is appended a 

receipt for the tax on mortgages (&0'1'2.*%) sent to the agoranomus by 

the banker Theon and his associates. 

IIB 

SB XXII 15351 = 

P.Oxy. I 165 descr. 

2 Feb. 81 Tarutilliusi 3 #)4, !*5, '6!62*/.,µ*5, Notification of the cession of 20 ar. of catoecic land near the village of 

Thonis. 

IA 

P.Oxy. II 334 descr. 

= 9 

Late 81–c. 

83 

Apollonius Agent of Didymus, who is 

in turn agent of Claudius 

Antoninus 

Order to register the sale of a house in the Decates quarter near the 

Serapeum at the price of [600 dr. of silver] or 45 tal. of bronze. 

IIA 

P.Oxy. VIII 1105 = 

II 339 descr. (cf. BL 

VI 100, VIII 241) 

81–96 Phanias Agent of Phanias son of 

Sarapion 

Order to register a mortgage contract of three-fifths of a house for a loan 

of 400 dr. of silver, with the right of the mortgagee to live in the house 

(&%*7'8,.,) instead of receiving interest. 

IIB 

SB XVI 12391 = 

P.Oxy. II 331 descr. 

(cf. BL X 213) 

28 Sep.–27 

Oct. 83 

Deius(?) Agent of Claudius 

Antoninus 

Order to register the sale of the two-third share of a house near the 

Thoereum at the price of 400 dr. of silver or 30 tal. of bronze. 

IIA 

P.Oxy. I 47 (cf. BL I 

312, VIII 231, XI 

141–2) 

83/4–4 

Nov. 88ii 

Achilleus 3 #)*'-/-.).,µ(%*, 9#4 

:1))*+iii !*; <,/*2*+-

µ(%*+ !*=, '6!62*/.,-

µ*=, !>, ?@01#!*+ 

Notification of the cession of catoecic land near the village of Senocomis. IA 

SB XVI 12220 = 

P.Oxy. II 336 descr. 

(cf. BL IX 279) 

85/6 Theon son of 

Sarapion  

None Order to register the sale of a woman slave at the price of 720(?) or 

920(?) dr. of silver or 10 tal. 3000 dr. of bronze. 

IIC 

2
6
 

A
. B

en
a
issa

 



P.Oxy. II 328 descr. 

= 10 

c. 85/6 Theon son of 

Sarapion 

None Order to register a sale (object lost). II 

P.Oxy. II 335 descr. 

= C.Pap.Jud. II 423 = 

11 

c. 85/6 Theon son of 

Sarapion 

None Order to register the sale of the sixth part of a house in the Jewish quarter. IIA 

P.Oxy. I 48 (cf. BL I 

312, VII 126) 

16 Oct. 86 Chaeremon None Order to grant manumission to a woman slave, to which is appended an 

incomplete notice to the agoranomi from a banker and his associates 

(probably confirming that the requisite tax had been paid; cf. P.Oxy. I 

50). 

III 

SB XXII 15354 = 

P.Oxy. I 174 descr. 

(cf. BL XI 237 and 

ZPE 144 (2003) 174) 

4 Nov. 88 Plutarchusiv 3 '6A-,!6µ(%*, 

&#.!8)8!B, '6C /-.).,!B, 

'6!62*/.,µD% 

EF+)+0/-7!*+ 

Notification of the cession of 15! ar. of catoecic land near the village of 

Psobthis (Upper toparchy). 

IA 

P.Oxy. II 345 descr. 

= 1 

c. 88 Plutarchus and A– *G '6A-,!6µ(%*. &#.!8)8-

!6C '6C /-.).,!6C '6!62*-

/.,µD% EF+)+0/-7!*+ 

Notification of the payment of the tax on a mortgage of catoecic land near 

the village of Se– (Western toparchy). 

  

IB 

P.Oxy. II 337 descr. 

= 12 

19 Apr. 89 Dionysius Not preserved Order to register a sale, probably of house property, at the price of 300 dr. 

of silver or 22 tal. 3000 dr. of bronze. 

IIA 

P.Oxy. II 333 descr. 

= 13 

24 Aug. 89 Zenon None Order to register the sale of a house at the price of 700 dr. of silver or 52 

tal. 3000 dr. of bronze, with a subscription (probably by bankers) 

confirming the payment of the tax on sales (&0'1'2.*%). 

IIA 

P.Bingen 62 =  

P.Oxy. II 332 descr. 

c. 89 Dionysius Agent of Zenon Order to register the sale of the third part of a slave girl. IIC 

P.Oxy. XXXVIII 

2856 (cf. BL VIII 

263) 

91/2 Sarapion 3 '6A-,!6µ(%*, 

&#.!8)8!H, 

Order to register the sale of a slave at the price of 900 dr. of silver or 10 

tal. 2000 dr. of bronze. 

IIC 

P.Oxy. I 45 = M.Chr. 

222 (cf. P.Oxy. II p. 

319 and BL VIII 

230) 

29 Aug. 95 Phanias, Heraclas, 

and Diogenes alias 

Hermaeus 

*G <,/*2*1µ-%*. !*=, 

'6!62*/.,µ*1, 

Notification of the cession of 1 11/12 ar. of catoecic land near the village 

of Corobis. 

IA 

P.Oxy. II 347 descr. 

= 2 

c. 95 (28/9 

Oct.–26/7 

Nov.) 

Phanias, Heraclas, 

and Diogenes alias 

Hermaeus 

*G <,/*2*1µ-%*. !*=, 

'6!62*/.,µ*1, 

Notification of the cession of catoecic land near the village of Toou. IA 

P.Oxy. II 340 descr. 98/9 Caecilius Clemens None Order to register the sale of a house at the price of 180 dr. of silver or 13 

tal. 3000 dr. of bronze. 

IIA 

P.Oxy. II 241 c. 98/9  Caecilius Clemens None Order to register a contract of loan of 400(+?) dr. on security of the third 

part of a house in the quarter Dromos Gymansiou. 

IIB 
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P.Oxy. III 581  descr. 

= 14 

29 Aug. 99 (Caecilius) Clemens Not preserved Order to register the sale of a female slave at the price of 10 tal. 3000 dr. 

of bronze. 

IIC 

P.Dub. 6 = P.Oxy. II 

343 descr. 

8–17 Sep. 

99v 

Not preserved Not preserved Notification of the payment of the tax on a mortgage of 2" ar. of catoecic 

land near the village of Psobthis (Upper toparchy). 

IB 

SB XXII 15355 = 

P.Oxy. I 176 descr.vi  

13 Oct. 99 Not preserved Not preserved Notification of the cession of 4 ar. of catoecic land near the village of 

Syron. 

IA 

P.Oxy. II 338 descr. 

= 15 

99/100 Caecilius Clemens None Order to register the sale of the two-third share of a courtyard in a house 

situated in the Myrobalaneion quarter at the price of 60 dr. of silver or 4 

tal. 3000 dr. of bronze. 

IIA 

P.Oxy. I 46 (cf. BL I 

312) 

30 Jan. 100 Phanias and 

Diogenes alias 

Hermaeus 

*G  <,/*2*1µ-%*. !*=, 

'6!62*/.,µ*1, 

Notification of the cession of 1 55/72 ar. of catoecic land near the village 

of Palosis. 

IA 

P.Oxy. II 346 descr. 

= 3 

19 Oct. 

100 

Dionysius alias 

Amois 

&#.!8)8!B, '6C /-.).,!B, 

'6!62*/.,µD% 

EF+)+0/-7!*+ 

Notification of the cession of 50 ar. of catoecic land near the village of 

Sko. 

IA 

P.Oxy. I 49 = M.Chr.  

359 (cf. BL VIII 

231) 

28 Oct. 

100 

Theon and Theon None Order to grant manumission to a slave. III 

P.Oxy. III 641 descr. 2 Nov. 100 Dio[nysius alias 

Amois?] 

&#.!8)8!B, '6C /-.).,!B, 

'6!62*/.,µD% 

EF+)+0/-7!*+ 

Notification of the cession of 5 ar. of catoecic land. IA 

P.Oxy. II 341 descr. 

= 4 

c. 100 Phanias and 

Diogenes alias 

Hermaeus 

*G <,/*2*1µ-%*. !*=, 

'6!62*/.,µ*1, 

Notification of the cession of catoecic land. IA 

P.Oxy. II 342 descr. 

= 5 

c. 100 Phanias and 

Diogenes alias 

Hermaeus 

*G <,/*2*1µ-%*. !*=, 

'6!62*/.,µ*1, 

Notification of the cession of catoecic land. IA 

P.Oxy. L 3556 = I 

175 descr. 

c. 100 

(25/6 

Feb.–26 

Mar.) 

Phanias and 

Diogenes alias 

Hermaeus 

*G <,/*2*1µ-%*. !*=, 

'6!62*/.,µ*1, 

Notification of the cession of 2(+?) ar. of catoecic land near the village of 

Senepsau. 

IA 

P.Oxy. II 327 descr. 

(ed. in BL I 321; cf. 

BL VIII 235) 

Late first 

century 

N.N. and his 

associates (µ(!*/*.) 

None Order to register the sale of the half share of a slave. IIC 

P.Oxy. II 329 descr. 

= 16 

Late first 

century 

Theon Agent of Dionysius and 

his associates (µ(!*/*.) 

Order to register a contract of loan. IIB 

2
8
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Amin Benaissa 

Wolfson College, Linton Road, Oxford OX2 6UD, United Kingdom 

amin.benaissa@classics.ox.ac.uk 

 

 

                                                
i This official recurs in P.Oxy. XII 1462.22 (83/4).  

ii For the date cf. BL VIII 231. I have restricted the terminus ante quem from Oct./Nov. 88 to 4 Nov. 88 on the basis of the now more precise dating of SB XXII 15354 = P.Oxy. I 

174 descr.  

iii Attested also in P.Grenf. II 42.1 (13 Nov. 86; cf. BL I 187, III 71, VIII 142), where he is described as :1))*, 3 #)4, '6!62*/(.,µ*5,) !D% '6!*7'($%) !>, ?@[01#!*+. L. C. 

Youtie, ZPE 40 (1980) 79 n. 9, speculates that he may be identical to the ‘Tiberius Claudius’ appearing in P.Oxy. II 344 descr. = 6 (late first century) in the same office, but in fact 

Grenfell and Hunt had omitted the name I($%*, after J.K-)7*+ L26+M7*+ in their transcription of the relevant line and the two officials cannot therefore be identical (cf. above, 6 2–3 

n.). 

iv Plutarchus also appears as the agent (/-.).,!H,) of Tarutillius (cf. above, SB XXII 15351 and n. i) in P.Oxy. XII 1462.24 (83/4). 

v The editor did not read the day number in line 18 ([µ8]%(4,) N-K6,!*;  O  O). On P.Dub. Plate 6 I see after N-K6,!*; a descender with a hook to the left, which in this context can 

only be iota = 10. It is unclear whether it was followed by another numeral or not.  

vi In line 11 read P))$(,A-) instead of P))$(,*) (cf. the plural -@M>!O-O in 10). 

vii Cf. above, 6 2–3 n. 

P.Oxy. II 344 descr. 

= 6 

Late first 

century 

Panther and Hermo-

genes 

*G #)*'-/-.).,µ(%*. 9#4 

J.K-)7*+ L26+M7*+ 

I($%*,vii !*; <,/*2*+-

µ(%*+ !*=, '6!62*/.,-

µ*=, !>, ?@01#!*+ 

Notification of the cession of catoecic land near the village of 

Mouchinaxap. 

IA 

P.Oxy. II 348 descr. 

= 7 

Late first 

century (26 

Apr.–25 

May) 

Several individuals 

(names lost) 

*G <,/*2*1µ-%*. !*=, 

'6!62*/.,µ*1, 

Notification of the payment of the tax on a mortgage of 40 ar. of catoecic 

land near the village of Psobthis (toparchy uncertain) and 4+ ar. near the 

village of Sinary. 

IB 

SB I 5616 = P.Oxy. 

II 349 descr. 

Late first 

century 

Numenius and 

Didymus 

Agents of Iulius Musaeus Order to grant manumission to a female slave. III 
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